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Abstract
This thesis intends to describe the progress in experimental contribution regarding
the physical realization of quantum information storage using hybrid systems of
ultracold atoms and superconducting microwave resonators.
Ultracold atoms in their ground states are well-isolated quantum systems offer-
ing long coherence times. Hence, ensembles of trapped atoms coupling with on-chip
microwave resonators are considered as promising systems for the realization of quan-
tum memories. Here, we demonstrate the coupling of magnetically trapped ultracold
87Rb ground state atoms to a coherently driven superconducting coplanar waveg-
uide resonator. When driving the cavity in resonance with the atomic transition,
we observed Rabi oscillations between hyperfine states. This showed the capability
in coherent controlling of the atomic states through the cavity field. When driving
the cavity off-resonance with the atomic transition, the AC stark shift is observed.
This showed the microwave field strength in the cavity seen by atoms.
Strong interaction strength of Rydberg atoms in the microwave transition regime
has been proposed as an interface during quantum memory writing. Here, we de-
scribe the implementation of a Rydberg system into our experimental setup, using
two photon excitation for Rydberg atoms creation and field ionization for detection.
Stray electric fields on the chip surface are observed and quantified using means of
electromagnetically induced transparency. Lastly via weakly driving the resonator,
we are capable of achieving transitions between neighboring Rydberg states.
I
Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit soll der Beitrag des Autors zur experimentellen Realisierung ei-
nes hybriden Systems aus ultrakalten Atomen und supraleitenden Resonatoren zur
Speicherung von Quanteninformation beschrieben werden.
Ultrakalte Atome im Grundzustand sind isolierte Quantensysteme und ermo¨gliche
lange Koha¨renzzeiten. Daher werden magnetisch gefangen atomare Ensembles, die
mit Mikrowellenresonatoren auf einem Chip gekoppelt werden, als vielversprechende
Kanditaten fu¨r die Realisation von Quantenspeichern gesehen. Als wichtiger Schritt
dahin wird in dieser Arbeit die magnetische Kopplung von 87Rb Atomen an einen su-
praleitenden Resonator auf der Basis koplanarer Streifenleitung demonstriert. Wenn
der Resonator bei der atomaren Resonanzfrequenz getrieben wird, werden Rabi-
Oszillationen zwischen atomaren Hyperfeinzusta¨nden beobachtet. Dadurch wird die
Mo¨glichkeit aufgezeigt, den Zustand der Atome koha¨rent durch den Resonator zu
kontrollieren. Wird der Resonator hingegen nicht-resonant mit den Atomen getrie-
ben, werden die atomaren Energiezusta¨nde durch den AC-Zeeman-Effekt verscho-
ben. Damit la¨sst sich die Sta¨rke des Mikrowellenfeldes im Resonator rekonstruieren.
Aufgrund ihrer starken Wechselwirkung mit Mikrowellenfeldern wurde vorge-
schlagen, Rydberg-Atome als Schnittstelle fu¨r einen Quantenspeicher zu verwen-
den. Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird die Implementierung von Rydberg-Atomen
im experimentellen Aufbau beschrieben. Rydberg-Zusta¨nde werden durch Zwei-
Photon-Anregung erzeugt und durch selektive Feldionisation nachgewiesen. Elek-
trische Sto¨rfelder, die durch die Chipoberfla¨che verursacht werden, werden mit Hilfe
elektromagnetisch induzierter Transparenz vermessen. Indem der Resonator schwach
mit einer Mikrowelle getrieben wird, ist es letztlich gelungen, U¨berga¨nge zwischen
benachbarten Rydberg-Zusta¨nden nachzuweisen.
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”I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.”
Thomas J. Watson, CEO of IBM, 1943
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 From classical to quantum computing
The year was 1936: Alan Turing, in need of a fast computational method for German
naval cryptanalysis of the Enigma machine [1], invented the first abstract mathe-
matical notion of a classical computer - known as Turing machine [2]. Constructed
mechanically, a universal Turing machine [3] can accomplish everything that an ac-
tual computer can achieve. Nevertheless, it proves fundamental limitations on the
power of mechanical computation [4].
During the year 1945, John von Neumann described the design architecture
for electronic digital computer - known as Von Neumann architecture [5]. Where
processing unit (CPU), memory unit (RAM), storing unit (hard disk), input and
output devices (keyboard, monitor screen...) connected via bus are assembled into
a universal Turing machine. Development of computer hardware and electronic
components advanced in astonishing pace and ever since then [6], every modern day
classical computer is designed with Von Neumann architecture.
Classical computers truly revolutionized the world of mankind [7]. It is however
far from being perfect. In classical computing, information is stored in bits. Bits can
only exist either in 1 or 0, corresponding to on or off state of tiny transistor switches
inside the processing unit [8]. One bit has to be process before leaving space to other
new bits for operation. This caused classical computing to be highly inefficient in
dealing with huge databases [9], making computing processes such as simulation and
prediction a lengthy process, and for most of the case not even practical. So the
question remains, whether it is possible to find a computing method to solve this
problem.
The year was 1982: Richard Feynman proposed an ingenious method in resolving
the problem [10]. He conjectured that by exploiting quantum mechanical proper-
ties of superposition states, quantum bits or qubits substitution of classical bits
will speed up the process of computing. Unlike classical bits, qubits can exist in
superposition state of 1 and 0, meaning they can be in multiple states at once [11].
This exhibits inherent parallelism, making quantum computers capable in processing
multiple of bits [12], hence information at the same time.
The concept was then further enhanced and universal quantum computer de-
scription was presented by David Deutsch in the year 1985 [13]. Together with
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development of quantum algorithms [14], quantum computing provide an exponen-
tial speed-up compared to the classical computing for various complex problems1.
For some famous examples: The Deutsch–Jozsa algorithm [16] and Simon’s algo-
rithm [17] for black-box problem solving, Shor’s algorithm [18] for solving discrete
logarithm problems and the integer factorization problems, Grover’s algorithm [19]
for searching in unstructured databases, and the HHL algorithm [20] for solving
systems of linear equations.
The year is 2018: Development of quantum computing as devices is still in its
infancy [21]. Practical and theoretical research continues, and involves even national
agencies and IT companies [22]. Eventually, the day will come when quantum
computers will be able to solve problems efficiently, which are not practically feasible
on classical computers. Be prepared.
1.2 The qubit pageant
Any two level quantum system that can be prepared in a superposition state in
principle can be a qubit candidate. They have to retain the quantum information
long enough such that quantum logic operation can be performed, implicating that
the qubit coherent time has to be long enough. This requires qubit to not interact
strongly with their surroundings. However, qubits that are isolated from their envi-
ronments are hard to manipulate. Therefore, it is crucial to find a quantum system
that interacts strongly enough so that it can be easily controlled, yet weak enough
to have adequate coherence time.
During the past two decades, a range of candidates has appeared to be quite
promising [23]. The first to appear was the use of trapped ions [24–28], for which the
first quantum logic gate was proposed and experimentally realized in 1995 [29,30]. A
trapped ion system is also scalable with the record of 14 entangled ions [31]. Then,
using nuclear magnetic spin states of molecules in room temperature liquid [32],
researchers successfully implemented Deutsch’s quantum algorithm [33] and Shor’s
algorithm [34]. All optical quantum computing also emerged, using polarization of
photons as qubits [35–38]. Semiconductor qubits also had been in the spotlight for
couple of years [39–41]. The approach using Rydberg atoms with long dipole-dipole
interaction had been also implemented for quantum gates, and entanglement [42–50].
Nitrogen vacancy with long coherence time in room temperature attracted lots of
attention ever since [51, 52]. Last but not least, superconducting qubits have been
the favorite for the many [53–56]. This includes big companies like IBM, Google,
Intel and Microsoft [57].
Only time can tell which type of qubit will ultimately be the winner. For now,
superconducting qubits are leading [58]. Mainly because it can be strongly coupled
to microwave coplanar waveguide resonator [59–61], which can be easily addressed
(write in, read out) [62] individually via microwave. Entanglement between super-
conducting qubits can be done easily using microwave coplanar waveguide as quan-
tum bus [53, 63]. In addition, the field for microwave technology [64] and method
1A quantum computer with n qubits is simultaneously comparable to a classical computer of
2n bits. [15]
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for superconducting chip fabrication [65] is already well established and matured.
However, this is far from being good. To be a good quantum computing device,
it has to be capable of scaling to more qubits, and also each qubit has to establish a
decent coherence time [66]. For now, the state of the art controllable superconduct-
ing qubit is demonstrated up to only sixteen at a time [67], and with a coherence
time of just 200µs [68, 69]. Additionally, the mKelvin environment required for
controlling superconducting qubits was proven to be hard to maintain and limits
potential up-scaling [70]. The problem of short coherence time can be overcome by
implementation of quantum memory, we will talk more about quantum memory in
the next section.
1.3 Quantum memory
The requirement of a controllable qubit also resulted in the interaction of its sur-
rounding, leading to short coherence time. It is therefore necessary to find another
quantum system that stores information on a longer timescale, acting as a mem-
ory device [71, 72]. There are other two level quantum systems that interact very
weakly with their environment [73]. These isolated systems are ideal for quantum
information storing with their long coherence time. However, with their nature of
being isolated, it is difficult for the qubits to send quantum information into these
systems.
The solution required a common quantum bus, usually a resonator, which acts as
a bridge between qubits and the quantum memory device [74]. Each of them (qubits
and quantum memory) has to couple strongly with the quantum bus. Therefore,
information from the qubit can be passed to the bus and then to the memory and
vice versa [75,76], similar with its classical computer counterpart.
Several different approaches have been shown to create such a coupling between
quantum memory devices and a quantum bus. Researchers have demonstrated
strong coupling between a superconducting resonator and nitrogen vacancy(NV)
centers diamond [77–79]. It was also shown that information of NV center can be
stored much longer (1s) inside a nuclear spin [80]. Other strong coupling exam-
ples include: The spin of ions in solid states [81] and polar molecules coupling with
microwave resonator [82, 83]. Also, the coupling of neutral atoms to optical cav-
ity [84–86] and 3D microwave cavity [87, 88]. Last but not least, the coupling of
atoms and NV centers with mechanical oscillator [89,90].
As mentioned in the last section, the best qubit candidate so far is the super-
conducting qubits, which is strongly coupled to a coplanar waveguide microwave
resonator [91]. It would be therefore desirable for a given quantum memory to
strongly couple to coplanar waveguide resonator too [92], creating a hybrid quan-
tum computer system [93–96].
1.4 Atom-resonator coupling
It had been shown that 87Rb atom can be magnetically trapped into a superconduct-
ing [97–100] coplanar resonator structure via persistent currents [101–104]. Trapped
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14µm above the resonator structure at liquid helium temperature, they exhibit a long
coherence time of 4s [105]2. This is still the record holder among all other quantum
memory candidates. With an atomic transition frequency in the GHz range [110]
similar to superconducting qubits, they are the ideal candidate for quantum memory.
In addition to that, the rich energy structure of 87Rb also provides the possibility
to convert information from microwave photons to optical photons [84,111] required
for quantum communication [112–114]. Here, optical photons that have much less
attenuation as compared to microwaves are sent over longer distances.
Light naturally bounces between mirrors, making photons remain inside the
resonator. This however will not go on indefinitely, photons will eventually escape
the resonator or get absorbed by the medium with a cavity decay rate κ. A resonator
is quantified by a quality factor Q, where a higher Q factor signifies longer photons
lifetime, thus lower cavity decay rate κ. Strong coupling is said to be achieved if
the quantum system (in our case 87Rb) is able to interact with photons within the
resonator before they escape. This is measured in coupling strength g. Hence, for
strong coupling we need g > κ,Γ. Where Γ is the atomic decay rate [115].
The 87Rb atoms have a ground-state hyperfine splitting energy level at 6.834GHz
[110]. The energy levels interact with photons via a magnetic dipole transition, with
magnetic coupling strength gB = µb ·B = µb · Ec . Here, µb is the Bohr magneton, B
and E are the corresponding magnetic and electric amplitudes of the electromagnetic
waves. This is far too weak to fulfill the condition of strong coupling. Even with
collective coupling effect of g
√
N , it is estimated that one needs a very large atom
number N ∼ 106 trapped at distance of few µm to a low loss resonator with Q ∼ 106
to reach strong coupling regime [116]. This cannot be realized experimentally yet,
since trapping of such a large atom number within µm on a surface is technically
demanding, and a Q factor of 106 can only be achieved at mKelvin temperatures.
On the other hand, the Rydberg transition states of 87Rb atoms also fall in
the GHz range [117]. Transitions between two neighboring Rydberg states(|nS〉 →
|nP 〉) are based on the electric dipole interactions with electric coupling strength
gE = n
2aoe · E. Here, n is the principle quantum number of the Rydberg state,
ao is the Bohr radius, e is the electron charge, and E is the electric amplitudes
of the electromagnetic waves. For n = 50, this results in 6 orders of magnitude
increase in interaction strength, making strong coupling possible [118]. However,
highly excited Rydberg states are prompting to interact strongly with surrounding
E-fields and MW radiation [119]. Also with lifetime of only ∼100µs [120,121], they
are not an ideal quantum memory candidates.
Fortunately, with the help of coherent excitation/de-excitation with lasers [122],
we are able to make good use of both the long coherence time of 87Rb ground-states
and high interaction strengths of its Rydberg states. The advantages of lasers is that
they act as a quantum memory switch. The main idea for the quantum information
storing process [75, 123, 124] is as follows. During the memory storing, lasers are
first used to coherently excite the 87Rb ground-state to a Rydberg state [125–127].
During the lifetime of the Rydberg state, information is released from qubits via
photons. The photons then travel along the quantum bus (resonator), and are soon
absorbed by Rydberg atom. After that, other lasers are used to coherently de-
2Other experiments regarding coherence of neutral atoms [106–109].
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excites the Rydberg state to the ground-state again. Coherent process assure that
information transfered from qubits to 87Rb ground-state.
The importance for the work of this thesis is the ambition to strongly couple
Rydberg atoms to a superconducting coplanar waveguide microwave resonator, using
atoms as a quantum memory device. This will therefore help in the development of
a hybrid quantum computer, making a functioning quantum computer a much more
achievable goal.
1.5 Organization of thesis
This thesis is separated into three main categories: First, the author will intro-
duce the atom chip on which the resonator is located. The characterization of the
resonator is then discussed. Secondly, using methods of resonant Rabi oscillation
and off-resonant MW dressing, the author describes the realization of weak coupling
between 87Rb ground-states and the resonator. Lastly, the implementation of Ryd-
berg atoms and its consequences are explained, and the feasibility of MW transitions
between neighboring Rydberg states is shown.
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Chapter 2
Superconducting Coplanar
Waveguide(CPW) Resonator
Atom Chip
In this chapter, the atom chip used in the experiment will be further discussed. This
chip was designed by Daniel Bothner, Benedikt Ferdinand and Dominik Wiedmayer
from the solid state group of Prof. Reinhold Kleiner and Prof. Dieter Koelle, the
author takes no part in designing and manufacturing. Hence, more details regarding
chip design parameter and fabrication can be obtained at the Appendix B.
In essence, this chip was designed with two purposes in mind. The first is to
provide a magnetic trap for trapping and manipulation of neutral atoms [128, 129].
The second is the integration of a CPW resonator, where atom-cavity coupling would
takes place.
The theory of atomic chip traps in particular Z-trap, and CPW resonator have
long been formulated and are well understood. Hence, it would not be further
elaborated and the reader is expected to have basic understanding regarding these
topics. Interested readers are advised to read references [130–132].
2.1 Chip Layout
The atom chip is based on the combination of two structures, a superconducting Z-
wire, and a superconducting coplanar waveguide resonator with dimension designed
such that the resonance frequency is close to the 87Rb ground state hyperfine split-
ting (ωRes∼6.85GHz) and with a characteristic impedance of 50Ω. Both structures
are patterned on top of a sapphire substrate. Niobium is used for the parts that
are required to be superconducting, otherwise gold is used for electrical conduction.
The chip layout is shown in Figure 2.1. Schematics of the atom trapping region are
shown in Figure 2.2.
Previously, it was observed that there are strong parasitic resonances in the CPW
cavity if parts of the chip are not grounded electrically. Hence here, the entire chip
is grounded with either Niobium or gold. For some areas, gold is preferred due to
the experimental procedure; An atomic cloud is guided via optical dipole trap from
one side of the chip into the Z-trap. For this regions, gold is a better choice since
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Figure 2.1: Top view of the superconducting atom chip: Consisting of a Z-trap wire
and a coplanar waveguide(CPW) resonator with fundamental mode ωRes∼6.85GHz.
The center conductor of CPW resonator is marked with the color red. The entire
chip is electrically grounded with either Niobium or Gold planes.
superconducting Niobium will create unwanted magnetic field distortions due to the
Meissner effect [133]. Because of this undesirable magnetic field potential and its
induced majorana spin flip loss, the atoms transfer efficiency into the Z-trap will
be greatly reduced. The remaining area which are not involved in the atom cloud
transfer is grounded with superconducting Niobium to maximize the Q factor of the
CPW resonator.
2.2 Cavity Parameters
The microwave resonator used on the chip is an inductively coupled half wavelength
λ
2
transmission line cavity. The transmission line cavity length is l0∼9.3mm resulting
in a fundamental mode resonance frequency at ωRes∼6.85GHz. It has a center
conductor width of S=30µm and ground planes that are separated from the center
conductor by a gap of W=16µm, targeting a characteristic impedance of Z=50Ω.
The input and output of the cavity are inductively coupled with two feedline
connections between the center conductor and the ground plane, shown in figure
2.3. They are 36µm wide, 16µm long, and 4µm wide, 30µm long respectively. This
gives a external resonator linewidth κex due to losses of 7kHz and 141kHz (Refer to
supplementary material in Appendix B for calculation), with external quality factor
7
Figure 2.2: Atom chip layout and parameters: a Schematic top view of the trapping
region of the atom chip. Z-trap wire and one end of the CPW resonator structure.
Two structures are connected by a normal conducting gold layer to ensure a well
define ground. b Cross sectional view along the red dotted line shown in a, depicting
all relevant materials and parameters. Here, the Z-trap wire has a width Y=100µm.
With the CPW resonator gap W=16µm and the center conductor S=30µm, CPW
resonator impedance of 50Ω was achieved. Z-trap wire and CPW resonator was sep-
arated with gold layer with distance D=100µm and CPW ground plane G=50µm.
To ensure good electrical contact, gold and niobium interfaces were overlapped with
O=10µm. Niobium layers had a thickness hNb=500nm, and gold layers had a thick-
ness hAu=400nm. Thin layers of titanium hTi=4nm were used for better adhesion
between gold layers and the Sapphire substrate, with thickness hS=330µm.
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of Q = 5 · 104. It will show later in this chapter that the total Q measured is in the
range of 103, indicating that the majority loss of MW photons is due to the internal
quality factor, such as thermal quasiparticles in the superconductor and dissipation
in the normal conducting part at the gold-niobium interface.
This can be easier understood with the analogy of an optical cavity, constructed
with a damping medium in-between an input and output mirror of different reflec-
tivity. In this case, input mirror has higher reflectivity than the output mirror. The
output coupling is designed to be larger such that MW can only be transmitted
from the cavity via the output port.
Figure 2.3: On the left: Image of the input coupling inductors for the CPW
resonator with linewidth κex = 7kHz. On the right: Image of the output coupling
inductors with linewidth κex = 141kHz. Refer text for details.
2.3 Installation of the Atom Chip into the Cold
Finger Cryostat
The atom chip was glued to the atom chip holder with Cerasolzer as the adhesive
component (adhesive to both sapphire and copper). Cerasolzer is an ideal candidate
for good thermal conduction in cryogenic and ultra high vacuum environment. The
atom chip holder served as the interface between the atom chip and the cold finger
cryostat. It was manufactured from high grade copper for its excellent thermal
conducting properties.
For gluing of the atom chip into the chip holder. First, the chip holder was
heated with a hot plate to above the melting point of Cerasolzer (160c). At the
meantime, a thin layer of Cerasolzer was applied under the atom chip with an
ultrasonic soldering tip (Model: USS-9210). Then, the atom chip was put above the
chip holder and heating of the hot plate was turned off. Cerasolzer in liquid state,
then slowly solidified, creating a good affix for the atom chip and the chip holder.
It is crucial for the atom chip to have a well define ground potential. For electric
ground conduction of the atom chip, the surrounding of the atom chip was grounded
via direct contact with the chip holder. First, with ultra high vacuum (UHV)
compatible conductive silver epoxy (EPO-TEK H20E) and then with wire bonding
(Model: F&K delvotec NFO 09).
Electrical conducting wire and microwave cables for the Z-trap and resonator
were then bonded into the atom chip. The wires were first soldered into a UHV
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comparable printed circuit board (PCB) and then wire bonding was made for final
connection to the atom chip. PCB was required for the ease of installation of the
electrical connections. Wires were then secured with copper clamps and stress-relief
grips. Figure 2.4 shown bellow is the chip holder with atom chip and cables attached.
Figure 2.4: Image of the chip holder with atom chip and all the cables installed.
Atom chip was glued to the chip holder with Cerasolzer and was electrically grounded
by contact with silver epoxy and wire bonding to the chip holder. Two wires parallel
to each other were put underneath the chip to give extra confinement for magnetic
trapping of atoms (will be discuss in later chapter). Z-trap cables and MW cables
were connected to the atom chip with a PCB acting as a buffer region for electrical
connections. Cables were secured with holders and stress relief grips.
Thereafter, chip holder was secured to the cold finger extension with two M4
screws. A thin layer of indium was applied between the chip holder and the extension
to facilitate thermal conduction. Finally, the whole assembly was attached to the
cryostat.
2.4 Measurement of Cavity Properties
To quantify the properties of the CPW resonator: This includes transmission fre-
quency, transmission linewidth and Q-factor. The transmission spectrum was mea-
sured with a network analyzer (E5071C ENA Vector Network Analyzer). The he-
lium flow cryostat (Model ST-400, Janis research company) used was cooled to below
Niobium critical temperature via continuous transfer of liquid helium-4 from a 100L
storage tank. The temperature of the atom chip can be tuned by adjusting the flow
rate of liquid helium and can be further stabilized with a cryogenic temperature
controller (Model 340, Lakeshore company).
High MW attenuation inside the vacuum chamber was expected. It was esti-
mated that the system had 10dB loss coming from the MW cables and a further
40dB loss from the atom chip’s dielectric substrate. For this reason, a low noise
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cryogenic amplifier (CITCRYO1-12A-1, Caltech microwave research group) was con-
nected at the output of the CPW resonator for signal amplification purposes. For
maximum amplification of 30dB, the drain voltage was set to VD=1.2V and both
the gate voltage at VG1, G2=0.3V. Shown in figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Cryogenic low noise amplifier (CITCRYO1-12A-1, Caltech microwave
research group) used in the setup. The amplifier was connected to the output of
the CPW resonator. Due to the requirement of its cryogenic operating temperature,
it was located ∼5cm above the atom chip holder, attached on the side of the cold
finger cryostat. For all cavity transmission measurements, the amplifier was set to
maximum amplification of 30dB, with the drain voltage set to VD=1.2V and both
the gate voltage at VG1, G2=0.3V.
Scheme of the CPW resonator transmission spectrum measurement setup was
shown as following in figure 2.6. The CPW resonator and cryogenic low noise ampli-
fier were located inside the vacuum chamber, with cryogenic temperature set by the
Lakeshore temperature controller. Microwave were fed into the vacuum chamber via
a pair of UHV Microwave feed-through. A Network analyzer generates MW signal
and then analyzed the returned MW signal. Hence, by varying the MW frequency,
the transmission properties of the CPW resonator can be characterized.
The transmissions profile of the cavity fundamental mode was shown in fig-
ure 2.7. Transmissions profile measured with the network analyzer were fitted with
the Lorentz distribution (also known as Cauchy distribution):
f(ω) = I[
κ2
(ω − ωRes)2 + κ2 ] (2.1)
Where I is the height of the transmission peak, κ is the linewidth of the cavity
transmission, and ωRes is the resonator resonant frequency. With κ and ωRes known,
Q factor can be calculated with equation Q = ωRes/κ
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Figure 2.6: Scheme of the transmission measurement setup. The CPW resonator
and the amplifier were kept in cryogenic environment inside the vacuum chamber.
The temperature of the cryogenic environment was controlled and stabilized using
a temperature controller (Model 340, Lakeshore company). Microwaves were fed
into the system via a pair of UHV Microwave feed-through, with SMA interface.
The transmission properties of the CPW resonator then were characterized by the
network analyzer (Model: E5071C ENA).
Figure 2.7: Fundamental mode of the coplanar waveguide (CPW) cavity transmis-
sion spectra with its corresponding measured temperature. The Dotted lines are
the fitting using Lorentz distribution. Inlet shows the temperature color scale and
Q factor of the CPW cavity.
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In chapter 4, Coupling of Rydberg atoms to a CPW cavity, higher harmonic
mode of our CPW cavity was utilized for Rydberg atom-cavity coupling. Here, the
transmission spectra for 3rd harmonic mode was shown in figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: 3rd harmonic mode of coplanar waveguide(CPW) cavity transmission
spectra with its corresponding measured temperature. Inlet shows the temperature
color scale and Q factor of the CPW cavity.
Note that the measurements in this section were obtained before the baking of
the vacuum chamber. The resonance frequency of the CPW resonator was slightly
shifted after the baking. Reader should not compare the parameter obtained in this
section with coming section/chapters.
It was by now obvious that transmission spectra of the CPW resonator were
temperature dependence. In the following section we will discuss more in detail
regarding this matter.
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2.5 Cavity Temperature Dependence
Since the density of superconducting Cooper pairs and the London penetration
depth λL of a type-I superconductor is temperature dependent. The cavity reso-
nance frequency ωRes and linewidth κ are expected to be temperature dependence.
The relation for temperature T of a superconducting CPW cavity and its resonant
frequency ωRes is as follows:
ωRes(T ) =
ωRes0√
1 + Lk(T )
L0
, (2.2)
where L0 is the inductance of the cavity without the kinetic contribution and ωRes0
is the resonance frequency for Lk = 0. Lk the kinetic inductance is:
Lk(T ) = χgµ0λL(T ), (2.3)
where χg is a geometrical factor, taking into account the spatial distribution of
the superconducting current density. In the samples, hNb = 500 nm and typically
London penetration depth λL(T = 0) ∼ 100 nm. The temperature dependence of
λL is given by:
λL(T ) =
λL(T = 0)√
1−
(
Ts
Tc
)4 (2.4)
with the sample temperature Ts and the superconducting transition temperature Tc.
In addition, the relation of temperature of a superconducting CPW cavity and its
resonant linewidth is as follows:
κ(T ) = κ0 + κ1
(
Ts
Tc
)4
·
[
1−
(
Ts
Tc
)4]− 32
(2.5)
with a temperature independent contribution κ0 and the scaling factor κ1. Here,
κ0 = 2pi · 850 kHz and κ1 = 2pi · 3.25 MHz were used.
Figure 2.9 shows the transmission spectra, resonant frequency ωRes(T) and linewidth
κ(T ) of the CPW cavity with different temperature value.
In order for the measurements to fit better in figure 2.9 with the analytical curve,
the chip temperature Tchip from the measured temperature Tm was offset by ∼1.05K.
This makes sense because the cryostat sensor thermometer is located ∼10cm away
from the chip itself. Temperature gradient over such a distance was expected.
In a nutshell, the lower the temperature of a CPW cavity, the lower the kinetic
inductance. With lower kinetic inductance, a higher resonant frequency can be
achieved. Likewise, the lower the temperature of a CPW cavity, the lower the
quasiparticle induced losses. With lower quasiparticle induced losses, a narrower
resonant linewidth can be achieved1. Visa versa.
1Similar with an optical cavity, where kinetic inductance is the equivalent of the refraction index
in the dispersion medium and losses in the cavity resulting in a broader linewidth.
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Figure 2.9: Temperature dependence of the cavity parameters. a. Cavity transmis-
sion spectra measured with a network analyzer. Resonance frequency shifts toward
to lower and linewidth to larger values. b. Cavity resonance frequency vs sensor
temperature, fitted with equation 2.2. c. Cavity linewidth vs sensor temperature,
fitted with equation 2.5.
2.6 Coupling Strength of single atom to single
cavity MW photon
Considering the ultimate goal of coupling a single atom with a single MW cavity
photon. Here, the magnetic field and coupling rate distribution between a single
photon and single atom in our CPW cavity were simulated.
The root mean square of the zero point fluctuation amplitude current Izpf from
a MW photon at the current antinode is given by the relation:
1
2
~ωRes =
λ0
4
L′I2zpf (2.6)
For the CPW resonator, inductance per unit length is L′ = 409 nH/m (kinetic induc-
tance Lk is negligible), ωRes = 2pi ·6.84 GHz and resonance wavelength λ0 ≈18.7mm,
resulting in Izpf=33.5nA. With the current Izpf known, the magnetic microwave field
zero point fluctuation amplitude distribution |B| = |Bzpf | can be simulated using
software 3D-MLSI [134]. Likewise, the spatial distribution of the coupling strength
between a single ground state atom and a single photon in the CPW resonator can
be simulated, with the equation:
g0 =
|Bzpf(x, y)| · |µ|
~
(2.7)
with the magnitude of the dipole transition matrix element |µ| = 0.25µb. Figure 2.10
shows the simulated result.
Rydberg atoms interact with MW photons via a much stronger electric dipole
transition with electric coupling strength gE = n
2aoe · E. Comparing it with the
magnetic dipole transition with magnetic coupling strength gB = µb · B = µb · Ec , a
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Figure 2.10: Magnetic microwave field zero point fluctuation amplitude |B| = |Bzpf |
and its corresponding single-photon single-ground state atom coupling rate obtained
from |B|. With a typical atom trapped distance of 20µm, we will achieve a ground
state atom coupling rate of g0/2pi∼0.5Hz.
factor of gE
gB
∼ n2
α
improvement in the single atom coupling rate can be achieved2. By
switching a ground state atom into a Rydberg state with n > 50, coupling strength
in the ∼MHz range in the vicinity of CPW resonator can be achieved and the strong
coupling regime will be reached3.
2.7 Chapter Closing
In this chapter, one of the key components of the experiment - the CPW resonator
was presented. All measurements that will be mentioned in the thesis took place
in this CPW resonator. The dimension of the CPW resonator is designed in a way
that its resonance frequency ωRes is close to the resonance frequency of another
key component - the atom ωatom. Further fine tuning of the resonance frequency
ωRes can be achieved via temperature adjustment. Last but not least, the weak
coupling strength between a single ground state atom and a single cavity photon
was simulated. In the next chapter, the author will show the experimental realization
of the coupling between ground state atoms and CPW resonator.
2Refer to Chapter 1 for notation. Here, ao =
~
mecα
where me is the electron rest mass, c is the
speed of light and α is the fine structure constant. Also, µb =
e~
2me
, this gives gEgB ∼ n
2
α as shown in
the text.
3Strong coupling condition, cavity coupling rate > cavity decay rate (g > κ), where the Rydberg
atoms decay rate is negligible compare to cavity photon decay rate.
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Chapter 3
Coupling of Ground-state Atoms
to a Superconducting Coplanar
Waveguide(CPW) Resonator
In the first half of this chapter, the preparation of the atomic ensemble for atom-
cavity coupling was described. The system had been set up for years. The author
was therefore taken no part in designing and setting up of the optical system, vacuum
chamber and the experimental control. More information regarding the system can
be obtained from the predecessor of this research group [106,133,135,136].
The second half of this chapter contained the description for two main experi-
ments. First, the measurement of Rabi oscillations between two of the 87Rb hyperfine
ground states is presented by coherently driving the microwave(MW) cavity. Sec-
ondly, the MW field in the cavity is measured using the AC stark shift of the 87Rb
hyperfine ground states. In these two experiments, the author demonstrated that
87Rb atoms only interact with the MW fields within the cavity, giving proof of the
atom-cavity coupling.
Readers are recommend to have basic knowledge on the topics of light-atom
interaction, laser cooling and atomic physics to better understand this chapter [137].
3.1 Atomic Ensemble Preparation
3.1.1 Experimental System
Vacuum system
The vacuum system was consisted with a 2D-MOT chamber and an experimental
main chamber. The 2D-MOT chamber had a background pressure of ∼10−8mbar,
this pressure was mainly the contribution of continuous loading of the Rb gas with
two dispensers connected in series, excess Rb and background gases were pumped
away using an ion pump(20L/s). The main chamber was separated with the 2D-
MOT chamber by a differential tube of ∼1mm in the inner minimum diameter.
The main chamber had a vacuum pressure of ∼10−11mbar, the pressure was main-
tained by ion pump(60L/s) with additionally a Titanium-sublimation pump that
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were turned on once a couple of years. Most of the magnetic coils located inside the
main chamber, for that, current were sent into the coils via electrical feed-through.
MW feed-through for CPW resonator and high voltage (HV) feed-through for Ryd-
berg atom ionization located on the top of the vacuum chamber, closed to the liquid
helium feed line for cryostat. Figure 3.1 shown bellow were the parts of the vacuum
chamber.
Figure 3.1: External view of the vacuum chamber, consisted of a main chamber
and a 2D-MOT chamber. Vacuum in both chamber were maintain by ion pump,
with an additional Titanium sublimation pump for the main chamber. Pressure
for 2D-MOT chamber was ∼10−8mbar and 3D-MOT chamber was ∼10−11mbar.
Currents for magnetic trapping were sent into the vacuum chamber using electrical
feedthrough. Coils were thermally attached to outside of the chamber via copper
pipes and were water cooled in the heat transfer reservoir. MW required for driving
CPW resonator were sent in via MW feedthrough. HV for Rydberg atom ionization
were sent into the chamber cia HV feedthrough. Both (MW and HV feedthrough)
located on the top of the vacuum chamber, close by to the liquid helium feed line
for cooling of the atom chip to cryogenic temperature. Figure was modified from
Danial Cano PHD thesis [133].
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Magnetic Traps in Main Chamber
Here, we take a closer look of the design inside the chamber. Slow atoms from 2D-
MOT were loaded into the 3D-MOT. Then, Sisyphus cooling take place, followed
by optical pumping to a magnetically trappable state. Atoms were then trapped in
the B-field minimum created from the MOT coil. This minimum B-field was then
shifted towards to the Ioffe coils via ramp down the MOT coils current and ramp up
the transfer coil current in an adiabatic manner. To create a conservative magnetic
trap for RF cooling, Ioffe wire and Ioffe coils were turned on. Atoms were RF cooled
to ∼1uk before loading into the dipole trap. Shown in figure 3.2 is the interior of
the main vacuum chamber.
Figure 3.2: Interior view of the vacuum chamber. Atoms were loaded from the 2D-
MOT into the 3D-MOT (MOT position shown in red). This was followed by sub-
Doppler cooling and then optical pumping. Atoms, then trapped in the minimum
quadrupole B-field created by the MOT coils. Atoms were then further magnetically
transferred into Ioffe trap for RF cooling before loaded into an optical dipole trap.
Transferring into Atom Chip
Atoms were transferred from Ioffe trap to atom chip Z-trap via optical dipole trap.
Here, single Gaussian focus beam was used. The focusing lens for the optical dipole
trap were located on top of a mechanical translation stage, where the focus point
of the beam (ODT) was free to move from the Ioffe trap to above the chip. After
the dipole trap moved to above the chip, the Z-trap current was slowly ramp up
together with the bias B-field in y-direction. This created a B-field minimum for
atoms trapping on the atom chip. Lastly, intensity of the ODT was then ramp down,
atom transfer from Ioffe trap to atom chip trap was complete. Figure 3.3 illustrates
this process.
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Figure 3.3: The atom chip and Ioffe trap were located on the same horizontal level
(x-y plane) with separation of ∼4cm. A fiber laser with wavelength of 1064nm
was focused into a minimum beam width of ∼20µm, creating an optical dipole trap
(ODT). Atoms were pre-cooled using RF evaporation method to ∼1µk range, hence,
only 150mW was required for the ODT (transfer efficiency 80%). Focusing lens of
the ODT was located on a mechanical translation stage, where focus point of the
ODT was free to move between the Ioffe trap and atom chip Z-trap. Loading from
Ioffe trap into atom chip Z-trap was done simply by shifting the ODT to above the
atom chip, then turning on Z-trap current and bias B-field to create a Z-trap for
loading into atom chip.
Atom Chip Z-trap Manipulation
The Z-wire on the atom chip was located away from the CPW resonator by ∼200µm.
To transport atoms form the Z-trap into the CPW resonator, we utilized the Z-trap
rotation via changing the vector of the bias B-field.
The magnetic field produced by a Z-wire can be approximated as a magnetic
field produced by running current to an infinitely long wire, B(z, y) = µ0I
2pi
√
z2+y2
,
where µ0 is the permeability of free space, I is the current running along the wire,
and
√
z2 + y2 is the distance radially away from the wire. With an external bias
field applied to the Z-trap, a B-field minimum will occur due to magnetic field
cancellation at the point(z,y). By slowly varying the vector of the bias B-field,
B-field cancellation point(z,y) can be manipulated. Figure 3.4 illustrates the idea
behind the Z-trap rotation.
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Figure 3.4: Z-trap rotation process from left to right. Figure above shows the side
view of the atom chip structures. Magnetic field produce by the Z-trap(blue) and
a bias B-field(green) propagating on the y-direction produced a field minimum(red)
above the Z-wire for atoms trapping . By slowly introducing a bias B-field compo-
nent in the z-direction, field minimum can be shifted towards to the CPW resonator.
Trapping of Atomic Ensembles in a CPW Resonator
It had been shown in chapter 2, that MW field strength decay rapidly away from
the CPW resonator. In favor of a decent atom-cavity coupling rate, it is therefore
necessary to trap atoms in the proximity of these fields. This can be accomplished
by taking advantage of persistent currents in a superconducting loop. Persistent
currents can be generated by magnetic flux freezing during the normal conducting-
superconducting crossing [138,139].
A closed superconducting loop around the CPW resonator gap is formed using
one side each of the CPW resonator input/output coupling inductors(Figure 2.3),
the ground plane and the center conductor. For this reason one side of the super-
conducting ground plane is strategically cut through using a slit of gold such that
only one superconducting closed loop can exist(Can be seen in figure 2.1).
The magnetic field induced from the persistent currents in this loop, together
with a homogeneous bias magnetic field produces a B-field minimum within the
CPW resonator gap for the ease of magnetic trapping of neutral atoms [140] as
presented in the figure 3.5. The trapping distance from the chip can be finely tuned
by the amount of flux trapped in the loop and by adjusting the magnitude of the
homogeneous bias field.
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Figure 3.5: On the left: Top view of trapping region, atoms are trapped using
persistent supercurrents around the cavity gap and an external bias b-field. Together
with two parallel confinement wires under the chip, the atomic ensemble can be
trapped close to the position of the antinode in the resonator. On the right:
Simulation of the magnetic field distribution with a bias field perpendicular to the
chip. Here, a cut trough of the chip is shown instead, with a magnetic field minimum
shown within the gap of CPW resonator. This simulation was taken from Dominik
Wiedmaier’s Master-Thesis.
State Selective Adsorption Imaging
At the end of the ground-state atom-cavity interactions, it was required to probe
the 87Rb ground-state atom number for both 52S1/2 |F = 1〉 and 52S1/2 |F = 2〉
state denoted by |F = 1〉 , |F = 2〉. Here, we used the absorption imaging method
[141]: The number of atoms in |F = 2〉 were measured by shining resonant imaging
light to the 52S1/2 |F = 2〉 → 52P3/2 |F = 3〉 transition. The shadow, then cast
on a CCD camera and optical depth detected was used to determine the atomic
number. For detection of atomic number in |F = 1〉, atoms were then pumped from
|F = 1〉 → |F = 2〉 using re-pumping light to the 52S1/2 |F = 1〉 → 52P3/2 |F = 2〉
transition, before detected by imaging light. Figure 3.6 shown the imaging light axis
for the state selective detection.
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Figure 3.6: Imaging light axis used for the state selective detection for 87Rb ground-
state atom of 52S1/2 |F = 1〉 and 52S1/2 |F = 2〉. The atom number in |F = 2〉
were measured by shining resonant imaging beam Y to the 52S1/2 |F = 2〉 →
52P3/2 |F = 3〉 transition. Then, the re-pumper light that was resonance with the
52S1/2 |F = 1〉 → 52P3/2 |F = 2〉 transition pumped the atoms from |F = 1〉 →
|F = 2〉. Finally, imaging beam X was used for probing the remaining atoms. Atom
number can be determined by measuring the optical depth casted on a CCD camera.
With this scheme, atom number in both |F = 2〉 , |F = 1〉 states can be measured
in a single experiment cycle.
Figure 3.7 shows the absorption imaging of a typical atomic ensemble prepared
above the CPW resonator using imaging beam Y.
Figure 3.7: Absorption imaging of the atomic cloud. Imaging light is reflected on
the atom chip, hence two atom clouds are seen as the result of mirror image. Shown
here are 5·104 atoms in state |F = 2〉 magnetically trapped ∼20µm above the CPW
resonator.
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3.1.2 Atomic Ensemble Preparation Procedure
 
2D & 3D Magneto-optical trap (Duration: 4 s) 
  2D-MOT:  Cooling power: 45 mW Re-pumper power: ~1.5 mW 
  3D-MOT:  Cooling power:200 mW Re-pumper power: ~1.5 mW  
  Cooling laser detuning Δ = -15 MHz away from 5P3/2 (F = 3) 
Sub-Doppler cooling (Duration: 4 ms) 
  Cooling laser detuning Δ = -54 MHz away from 5P3/2 (F = 3) 
  Atom number: ~108 Temperature: ~50 μk 
Optical Pumping to 5S1/2 (F = 1, mf = -1) magnetic trappable state (Duration: 100 μs) 
  Optical pumping power: ~200 μW 
Magnetic trapping in MOT coil and transfer to Ioffe trap (Duration: 3 s) 
   
RF evaporative cooling in Ioffe trap (Duration: 9 s) 
   
Loading from Ioffe trap into ODT (Duration: 200 ms) 
  Atom number: ~106 Temperature: ~2 μk 
Optical transport to the atom chip Z-trap (Duration: 700 ms) 
   
Z-trap rotation into CPW resonator persistant super current trap  
  Atom number: ~105 Temperature: ~2 μk 
RF evaporative cooling in the CPW resonator  
  Atom number: ~104 Temperature: ~800 nk 
Atom-cavity interaction  
Rabi oscillation with cavity MW photons 
MW dressing with cavity photons 
State selective Imaging for 5S1/2 (F = 1) and 5S1/2 (F = 2) 
  Imaging light power: ~150 μW 
  re-pumping light power: ~100 μW 
 
Figure 3.8: The general procedure for a single experimental cycle. Duration of the
phases are written in brackets. Some parameters required for scheduled optimization
are listed for referencing purposes. Only the procedure for the atom chip Z-trap
loading and onwards (Steps included in the dotted box) will be described here in
this section.
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The process of the atomic cloud preparation remain unchanged ( MOT loading
7→ Sub-Doppler cooling 7→ optical pumping 7→ magnetic quadrupole trapping 7→
magnetic transfer 7→ Ioffe trap 7→ RF cooling 7→ Optical dipole trapping ) and will
not be further described in this thesis, readers are advice to refer to [133, 136] for
more details. Figure 3.8 shown was the experimental procedure. Here, we continue
with the discussion at the point where atoms were already trapped in the atom chip
Z-trap.
Trapping Parameters in the Atom Chip
The bias B-field in the system was controlled by three pairs of coils (x, y, z axis)
in Helmholtz configuration located outside the vacuum chamber. Bias coil current
converted to B-field were calibrated as 3.31 G/A, 4.9 G/A and 2.35 G/A corre-
spondingly for x-axis, y-axis and z-axis. A flux was stored in the superconducting
CPW resonator loop by having the bias B-field in the z-axis set to 1.175G during
the normal conducting to the superconducting transition stage. It was shown in
chapter 2, that there were two wires running in parallel under the atom chip. These
two wires served to provide extra confinement along the x-axis.
Atoms were loaded from the ODT to the Z-trap by overlapping the ODT with
the Z-trap magnetic field minimum. The overlapped position of the ODT and Z-
trap was ∼250µm above the chip. ODT was then turned off in 200ms time for the
transfer process to be complete. Since a weak x-axis bias B-field of 0.66G was turned
on during the transfer process from ODT to Z-trap. The atoms still maintained a
definite spin for the Z-wire magnetic trapping. At this trapping point, the Z-trap
current was set to 0.4A, with the y-axis bias B-field set to 1.715G. A weak B-field
in the z-axis were set to 0.33G to compensate with the earth magnetic field.
For better transfer efficiency of the Z-trap into the CPW resonator, the initial
position of Z-trap rotation was crucial. Because of this, Z-trap minimum was raised
close to the chip by lowering the Z-wire current to 0.35A and increasing the y-axis
bias field to 0.4A. Also, confinement current was turn on to 0.8A. At this point
atoms were trapped ∼100µm above the Z-trap.
The rotation of the Z-trap started by increasing the bias B-field to 2.6G in the z-
axis. Atoms were slowly shifted towards the CPW resonator. During the end of the
rotation, Z-wire current was ramp down to zero. The combination of the persistent
current in the CPW resonator loop, the bias B-field and the confinement wire were
capable of creating a B-field minimum at a distance of ∼20µm above the CPW
resonator gap. Bias B-field in x-axis was set to 2.2G such that the trap minimum
in the CPW resonator gap reached the magic magnetic trapping point of 3.2G.
Atoms trapped in the CPW resonator gap had a temperature of ∼2µk. It was
then reduced to ∼800nk by the method of RF evaporation cooling, via driving the
Z-wire with a RF ramp from 3MHz to 2.4MHz and with a constant amplitude Vpp
of 1V.
This was the standard procedure for preparing the atomic ensembles for the
atom-cavity coupling experiment. Figure 3.9 summarized the entire process in de-
tails.
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Z - Trap after loaded from ODT  
Z-trap current: 0.4 A 
Confinement wire Current: 0 A 
Bias B-field x-axis coil current: 0 A 
Bias B-field y-axis coil current: 0.35 A 
Bias B-field z-axis coil current: 0.1416 A 
Z - Trap re-positioning (Duration: 500 ms) 
Z-trap current: 0.35 A 
Confinement wire Current: 0.8 A 
Bias B-field x-axis coil current: -0.025 A 
Bias B-field y-axis coil current: 0.4 A 
Bias B-field z-axis coil current: 0.1416 A 
Z - Trap rotation (Duration: 500 ms) 
Z-trap current: 0.27 A 
Confinement wire Current: 0.4 A 
Bias B-field x-axis coil current: -0.045 A 
Bias B-field y-axis coil current: 0.3 A 
Bias B-field z-axis coil current: 1.1 A 
Z - Trap rotation into CPW resonator gap (Duration: 500 ms) 
Z-trap current: 0.0 A 
Confinement wire Current: 0.8 A 
Bias B-field x-axis coil current: -0.66 A 
Bias B-field y-axis coil current: 0 A 
Bias B-field z-axis coil current: 1.1 A 
Flux trapped via bias B-field z-axis coil current: 0.5 A 
RF evaporative cooling in the CPW resonator (Duration: 2 s)  
Frequency ramp: 3.0MHz → 2.4MHz  
RF power Vpp: 1V 
Final temperature: ~800 nk 
Atom number: ~104 
Atoms-cavity interaction experiment 
CPW resonator     Z-trap 
CPW resonator     Z-trap 
CPW resonator     Z-trap 
CPW resonator     Z-trap 
CPW resonator     Z-trap 
Atom cloud 
Figure 3.9: Shown in figure is the procedure of atoms transfer from Z-trap to the
persistent current trap in the CPW resonator gap. The Atoms were re-positioned
in the Z-trap to facilitate maximum transfer efficiency into the resonator. Then,
a bias B-field was slowly applied in the Z-axis to facilitate the rotation of the Z-
trap. Finally, a persistent current trap was formed by using the flux trapped in the
CPW resonator loop and the bias B-field. RF cooling was then applied to achieve
a lower cloud temperature. Only then atoms-cavity experiments were conducted.
All parameters used where listed, with the duration of the phases written inside the
parentheses. Drawn on the right side, shows the side view of the atom chip. The
pictures illustrated the position of the atom cloud (red) in each step (Drawn not to
scale).
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3.2 Coherent Control of Atomic States with Cav-
ity Field
3.2.1 Rabi Oscillations of 87Rb hyperfine ground state
Interaction of a two-level atom with radiation
When the two hyperfine state |1〉 and |2〉 with wave function shown as bellow1:
Ψ(r, t) = c1 |1〉 e−iω1t + c2 |2〉 e−iω2t (3.1)
Where ω1,2 is the frequency corresponded energy state E1,2 of |1〉 and |2〉, and
normalization requires that the two coefficients c1,2 satisfy:
|c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1 (3.2)
Interacts with a electromagnetic radiation described with electric dipole Hamilto-
nian:
HI(t) = er.E0cos(ωt) (3.3)
Where E0 is the amplitude of the EM wave and −er corresponds to the energy of an
electric dipole in the electric field. Substituting equation 3.1 into time-dependent
Schroedinger equation:
i~
δΨ
δt
= HΨ (3.4)
With total Hamiltonian H = H0 +HI with H0 = E2 − E1. This leads to:
ic˙1 = Ωcos(ωt)e
−iω0tc2 (3.5)
ic˙2 = Ω
∗cos(ωt)e−iω0tc1 (3.6)
Where ω0 = ω2 − ω1, and Rabi frequency Ω is defined by:
Ω =
〈1| er.E0 |2〉
~
=
er1,2|E0|
~
(3.7)
where
r1,2 = 〈1| r |2〉 (3.8)
Rotating Wave Approximation and Rabi Flopping
To solve for the two time-dependent coefficients c1(t) and c2(t), we need to make
further approximation. Equation 3.5 and 3.6 can be rewrite as:
ic˙1 = c2
{
ei(ω0−ω)t + e−i(ω0+ω)t
}Ω
2
(3.9)
ic˙2 = c1
{
e−i(ω0−ω)t + ei(ω0+ω)t
}Ω∗
2
(3.10)
1We follow the derivation shown in Atomic physics text book from Christopher J.Foot [142]
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Here, we assume the rotating-wave approximation where the term with (ω0+ω)t
oscillates very fast and therefore averages to zero over the interaction time. This
lead to:
ic˙1 = c2
{
ei(ω0−ω)t
}Ω
2
(3.11)
ic˙2 = c1
{
e−i(ω0−ω)t
}Ω∗
2
(3.12)
The solution of this differential equation with initial condition c1(0) = 1 and c2(0) =
0 gives the probability of being in the upper state as:
|c2(t)|2 = Ω
2
Ω2 + (ω − ω0)2 sin
2
(√Ω2 + (ω − ω0)2
2
t
)
(3.13)
For the resonance cast with ω = ω0, we got:
|c2(t)|2 = sin2
(Ωt
2
)
(3.14)
Similarly the probability of being in the lower state is:
|c1(t)|2 = cos2
(Ωt
2
)
(3.15)
Hence, when a two-level system interacts with a continues EM waves. The popula-
tion oscillates between this two level. This known as Rabi flopping.
Rabi Oscillations of the 87Rb hyperfine ground state
The derivation shown above assume that the two-level system interacts with the
EM wave via electric-dipole interaction. For the case of the 87Rb hyperfine ground
state, they interact via magnetic dipole interaction HI = ~µ · ~BMW. Fortunately the
physics is still the same, when the hyperfine splitting of |1,−1〉 and |2, 0〉 interact
with a continuous resonant MW, the population of these two states will undergo
Rabi flopping with relation shown in equation 3.14 and 3.15. The frequency of this
oscillation is similar as equation 3.7 and it is given by:
Ω0 =
~µ · ~BMW
~
(3.16)
where Ω0 is called Rabi frequency. ~µ is the atomic magnetic moment and ~BMW is
the amplitude of B-field MW component. Thus, a higher Rabi frequency measured
indicates a stronger component in field amplitude and vice versa.
Rabi Oscillations De-phasing
Rabi oscillations however, will not go on indefinitely in real world scenarios. The
hyperfine levels of 87Rb are subjected to fluctuation, de-phasing occur between these
energy levels and the EM field. The inhomogeneity in EM field strength will also
lead to de-phasing. Hence, the resulting Rabi oscillation is a damped oscillation. A
longer coherence time indicated a better isolated atomic ensembles.
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3.2.2 Cavity Driven Single-photon Rabi Oscillation
Experimental Procedure
Here, we continue from the part where the atoms were prepared in the CPW res-
onator. Before the atom-cavity experiment were conducted, about 104 atoms in
state |1,−1〉 were magnetically trapped at distance ∼20µm above the resonator gap
via persistent current and bias field. Further confinement in the x-axis was achieved
via driving current into the confinement wires, mentioned in the end of section 3.1.2.
Bias magnetic field calibration: 87Rb ground states had a first order Zeeman
splitting of 0.7MHz/G for |1,−1〉 state. The |2, 0〉 state is independent of the first
order linear Zeeman shift and splitting between the state |1, 0〉 and |2, 0〉 had been
accurately known as 6.834682GHz [110]. It was required for the offset of the magnetic
trap minimum to be prepared at 3.2G2. In the experiment, the B-field was offset to
∼3.2G via changing the bias field in x-axis.
Bias magnetic field was calibrated to 3.2 G as follow: A short MW pulse of
20µs was driven into the cavity with the MW power of 10dBm. The MW frequency
was set on resonance with respect to state |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 at 3.2G. The energy
splitting between the state was calculated to be 6.83242GHz. Then, the magnetic
field were set to be the scanning variable. When B-field was scanned to 3.2G,
resonant condition was achieved and maximum atoms number at |F = 2〉 will be
measured using absorption imaging technique. We achieved a 3.2G offset B-field via
running current of -0.66A into x-axis bias field coils.
Measurement technique for one photon Rabi oscillation For single photon
Rabi oscillation measurement: Temperature of the cavity was stabilized at 6.7k.
MW photons with frequency ω0 = 2pi· 6.83242GHz (Resonance with |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉
at 3.2G) were fed directly into cavity via the microwave SMA connection feed-
through. We used a constant input power of 10dBm and switching of Rabi oscil-
lations time was done using MW switch (Model: Mini-Circuits ZASWA-2-50DR).
Rabi oscillation time trabi was set to increase with increment of 5µs for each ex-
periment cycle. Maximum trabi time was set such that at least a full Rabi flopping
was observed. The frequency of the Rabi flopping was then measured. Shown in
figure 3.10 is the level scheme used for the cavity driven Rabi oscillation.
2Reason for a magic offset field at ∼3.2 Gauss will be explained in the case of two-photon Rabi
oscillation
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Figure 3.10: The level scheme for the cavity driven one-photon Rabi oscillation
with 87Rb hyperfine ground-state. Magnetic field offset is set to 3.2G. With the
first order Zeeman shift of 700kHz/G, we calculated the resonance frequency to
be ω0/2pi=6.83242GHz for |1,−1〉 → |2, 0〉 transition. The MW photons were fed
directly into the CPW resonator, and the relation between Rabi oscillation frequency
and cavity temperature was investigated.
Observation and Discussion
Rabi oscillations between the two hyperfine ground states were measured by ab-
sorption imaging method. A set of Rabi oscillations was measured with the cavity
temperature set from 6.7K to 7.0K. For each temperature, Rabi oscillation recorded
was temperature dependent and had a frequency ranging from 10kHz to 40kHz as
shown in figure 3.11
This is the first evidence that atoms were coupled with MW cavity photons
and can be understood as follow. Figure 3.11 shows the temperature dependence
of cavity resonance frequency ωcav and its corresponding width ±κ obtained from
transmission data. The closer the cavity resonance frequency ωcav to the driving
frequency ω0, the more MW photons can transmit into the cavity. Moreover, the
more MW field in the cavity, the higher the Rabi frequency Ω0.
Ideally, the maximum Rabi frequency was expected to take place when ωcav =
ω0. This could not be realized in the setup, because for ωcav = ω0 = 2pi·6.83242GHz,
the cavity temperature should be set at 7.2K. At this temperature the SC persistent
current is too weak to support a stable magnetic trap for atoms.
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Figure 3.11: Left : Temperature dependence of the cavity resonance frequency ωcav.
The circles and error bars indicate the peak and the width (±κ) of the cavity line
obtained from the resonator transmission data. The solid and dashed lines indi-
cate the temperature dependence of the cavity frequency and linewidth.(Refer to
Chapter 2 for details).The horizontal dotted line indicates the driving frequency
(ω0/2pi=6.83242GHz), corresponding to the atomic resonance |1,−1〉 → |2, 0〉.
Right : Temperature dependence of the Rabi frequency Ω0. While the cavity
is driven at the same frequency ω0 for all measurements, microwave intensity inside
the cavity changes with temperature, leading to changes in the Rabi frequency Ω0.
Figure 3.12: The figure shows single-photon Rabi oscillation measurement for tem-
perature T=6.9K. Red circles are the measurement data points. The red line is the
fitting using a damped sinusoidal function. The black line is the numerical simula-
tion by assuming de-coherence is primarily contributed by the inhomogeneity of a
MW cavity field seen by the stationary atomic ensemble. We observe a damping in
the single-photon Rabi oscillations with a time constant of τ ≈ 50 µs.
Figure 3.12 shows one of the Rabi oscillation obtained with a cavity temperature
of 6.9K. A short coherence time of only 50µs was measured. This was caused by the
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inhomogeneity of MW cavity field3 seen by the atoms and first order Zeeman shift
that only subjected to state |1,−1〉 (not to state |2, 0〉). In the next section, this
problem would be tackled and a Rabi oscillation scheme with a longer coherence
time will be provided.
3.2.3 Cavity Driven Two-photon Rabi Oscillation
Advantages of two-photon Rabi Oscillation for ground-state 87Rb
For a good qubit memory devices, beside the basic requirement of having a long
coherence time, it was also required to have a decent trapping lifetime. This was
not possible with the single photon Rabi oscillation scheme, due to the magnetic
untrappable upper state |2, 0〉. Here, we considered the case where both states are
a magnetic trappable state |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉. Both of the states had the same first
order linear Zeeman shift of 0.7MHz/G, hence their relative shift is only given by
quadratic Zeeman shift. It was essential for atoms to be prepared in a magnetic field
with a trap minimum at the offset magic B-field point of Bm=3.23G. At this magic
point, the differential offset point between that |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉 was minimized and
the magnetic shift can be calculated using Breit-Rabi formula [110]:
∆Eshift = 431(B− Bm)2 (3.17)
As we can easily compare: In the case of using |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 single photon interac-
tion, 100mG in B-field fluctuation will lead to a 70kHz fluctuation in phase. Where
for the case of |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 two photon interaction, the same 100mG in B-field
fluctuation will only lead to ∼4Hz of phase fluctuation. Because of this, two photon
interaction with |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉 states were much more reluctant to magnetic field
fluctuation caused de-coherence, making it suitable for a qubit memory device.
Experimental Procedure
In order to have magnetic dipole transition between state |1,−1〉 and |2, 0〉, two-
photon transition were required (single photon magnetic dipole transition rule:
∆mf=±1). This was achieved in the experiment by driving combination of a single
MW photon with a single RF photon. Shown in figure 3.13 was the scheme used for
two-photon Rabi oscillation.
MW + RF two-photon transition Here, MW was fed into the cavity with
frequency ωMW and RF with frequency ωRF fed from Z-trap wire, with a detuning
of ∆ = 2pi · 300kHz to the intermediate state |2, 0〉. ωMW was detuned by −∆ with
respect to |1,−1〉 and |2, 0〉, and additionally, ωRF that was detuned by +∆ with
respect to |2, 0〉 and |2, 1〉. The total frequency combined (2pi·6.834682GHz) of the
MW and the RF was still on resonant with state |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉. MW power input
to the cavity was still 10dBm while RF amplitude fed into the Z-wire was Vpp=2V.
3MW cavity field decay rapidly away from the chip surface, refer to Chapter 2.6 for the MW
field distribution.
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Figure 3.13: The level scheme for the cavity driven two-photon Rabi oscillations
with 87Rb hyperfine ground-state |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉. The cavity was driven with the
MW ωMW (red) and an additional external RF ωRF (green) fed from Z-trap wire,
with a detuning of ∆ = 2pi · 300kHz to the intermediate state |2, 0〉. 10dBm of MW
power were used in the cavity input while Vpp of 2V in RF amplitude was fed into
Z-wire.
Measurement technique for two-photon Rabi oscillation Measurement tech-
nique was similar with the case of single-photon Rabi oscillation. The different being
that there was an extra RF wave now. The MW and RF were switch on simulta-
neously via MW switch (same model for the RF switch, Mini-Circuits ZASWA-
2-50DR). Atoms were hold in the persistent trap for the entire experiment time.
During the holding time, MW and RF were turned on for tRabi. Finally, atoms num-
ber were measured and experimental cycle was repeated. The tRabi started with zero
and increased by increment of 500µs for each experimental cycle. Experiment was
consider completed where measurement points were good enough for fitting with the
Rabi flopping equation.
Observation and Discussion
For this experiment, two-photon Rabi oscillation frequency were measured. More
importantly, this measurement provided the pi/2 pulse timing required in the Ramsey
interference experiment (will be discussed in the coming section). Hence, unlike the
case with one-photon Rabi oscillation, we did not change the cavity temperature as
one of the measurement parameter here.
Rabi oscillation in this three level system looks complicated at first. However,
given the condition of rotating wave approximation and if the intermediate state
|2, 0〉 was not populated, Rabi oscillation can be simplified to a two-level system
consist of only state |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉, with Rabi frequency [143]:
Ω2Ph =
ΩMWΩRF
∆
(3.18)
This was achieved in the experiment by making sure the detuning is much more
than both of the driving fields ΩMW and ΩRF (∆  ΩMW,ΩRF)4.
4Recall that ∆=2pi·300kHz, and ΩMW,RF∼2pi·10kHz
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Figure 3.14: The figure shows two-photon Rabi oscillation measurement. Red circles
are the measurement data points. Red line is the fitting using a damped sinusoidal
function. Black line is the numerical simulation by assuming de-coherence is pri-
marily contributed by the inhomogeneity of a MW cavity field seen by oscillating
atomic ensemble in the magnetic trap. Two-photon Rabi oscillation with an im-
proved coherence time of τ ≈ 5ms was observed.
Figure 3.14 shows the Rabi oscillation using two-photon transition. There was
an improvement by a factor of 2 orders from changing single-photon to two-photon
Rabi oscillation scheme, with Ω2Ph = 2pi · 340Hz. Improvement was expected due
to the much lesser de-phasing of the two states |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉 relative to the
B-field. MW field inhomogeneity from the cavity was still the limiting factor for the
relatively short coherence time (τ ≈ 5ms).
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3.3 Direct Sensing of the Cavity Field Using Ul-
tracold Atoms
Resonant Rabi oscillation measurement indicated that the 87Rb ground state atoms
are coupled with cavity MW photons. Here, this was further proven with a different
experiment method via off-resonant cavity MW dressing.
3.3.1 AC Stark Shift
When a two level system interacts with an off resonant light ωdress, the two level
system will experience a shift in energy level δdress. This shift in energy is propor-
tional to the light intensity Ω2dress and inversely proportional to the detuning ∆. It
is commonly known as AC Zeeman stark shift:
δdress = ±Ω
2
dress
∆
(3.19)
For the case of 87Rb ground state and a dressing cavity MW with linear polariza-
tion, there are 3 of these two-level states involved in AC stark shift for |1,−1〉 and
|2, 1〉. Hence all of these AC stark shifts have to be taken into consideration for the
total shift δdress in two-photon transition frequency |1,−1〉 → |2, 1〉 to be accurately
known, shown in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.15: The level scheme for the off resonant dressing with the MW cavity field.
Here we used linear polarized Ωdress with the σ+ and σ− components. All of the
involved AC stark shifted states ∆1,2,3 with interaction strength
√
3, 1/
√
2,
√
3/2
correspondingly have to be taken into consideration for the total shift between the
states |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 to be known.
The total shift |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 is formulated to be [144]:
δdress = −Ω2dress ·
(
3
∆1
+
1/2
∆2
+
3/2
∆3
)
(3.20)
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3.3.2 Ramsey Interferometry
The Ramsey Fringes
In the case for Rabi oscillation, atoms interacted with a continues beam of radiation,
this resulted in Rabi flopping. We now investigate what will happen if atoms interact
with two separate radiation pulses, with a waiting time in between.
Consider now, the atoms interacted with radiation from time t = 0 to t = tp and
again from t = tRamsey to t = tRamsey + tp. Shown in figure 3.16
Figure 3.16: Time sequence for a Ramsey Interference. A two-level system interacted
with pi/2 pulse radiation from time t = 0 to t = tp and again from t = tRamsey to
t = tRamsey + tp, with a separation time of t = tRamsey.
Integration of equation 3.6, using initial condition c2(0) = 0 and rotating wave
approximation, we got [142]:
c2(t) =
Ω∗
2
{1− exp[i(ω0 − ω)tp]
ω0 − ω + exp[i(ω0 − ω)tRamsey]
1− exp[i(ω0 − ω)tp]
ω0 − ω
}
(3.21)
The second pulse produced a similar term with a phase factor exp[i(ω0−ω)tRamsey].
The amplitude of the excited state |c2|2 gives:
|c2|2 =
∣∣∣Ωsin{(ω0 − ω)tp/2}
(ω0 − ω)
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣1 + exp[i(ω0 − ω)tRamsey]∣∣∣2 (3.22)
=
∣∣∣Ωtp
2
∣∣∣2[sin((ω0 − ω)(tp/2))
(ω0 − ω)(tp/2)
]2
cos2
((ω0 − ω)tRamsey
2
)
(3.23)
Let’s simplify the equation by using δ = ω0 − ω, where δ is the frequency detuning
of the radiation from the two-level system. With tp=pi/2-pulse and small δ, we got:
|c2|2 ≈ cos2
(δtRamsey
2
)
(3.24)
This showed that for a Ramsey interference, the population of the states oscillate
with the frequency of the detuning. This oscillation was called Ramsey fringes. The
Ramsey interference method provides a beat measurement between the frequency
separation of a two level system and the radiation field.
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Experimental Procedure
pi/2 pulse calibration pi/2-pulse is the timing for a pulse width, for which an
atom initially in ground state |0〉 are put to a superposition of (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2. For
our case, a pi/2-pulse put |1,−1〉 → (|1,−1〉+ |2, 1〉)/√2. Duration of the pi/2-pulse
can be determine from two-photon Rabi oscillation measurement. For the Ramsey
interference experiment, pi/2-pulse of 500µs was used. (Note: From figure 3.14,
atoms took 2.8ms to complete a Rabi cycle. An ideal pi/2-pulse should had a pulse
width of 700µs, this parameter do not need to be exact for the Ramsey fringes
measurement.)
Measurement technique for Ramsey Interference Here, Ramsey interfer-
ence method was employed to investigate the magnitude of the AC Zeeman stark
shift δdress contributed by the cavity MW dressing. For that, dressing MW photons
were fed into the cavity continuously with fixed power of 10dbm and with a dressing
frequency ωdress. For the pi/2-pulse required in Ramsey pulse sequence, two-photon
pi/2-pulse were used using RF driven in Z-wire and MW driven via microwave an-
tenna located outside the vacuum chamber, with frequencies of ωRF and ωextMW
correspondingly. The parameter for RF and MW used for pi/2-pulse were kept the
same with two-photon Rabi oscillation measurement, with the only difference being
that the ωRF was detune for -2pi·500Hz. Each Ramsey fringes measurement was
done with the initial waiting time tRamsey starting at 3ms with increment of 200µs
for each experiment cycle, and stop at a tRamsey where the Ramsey fringes were
good enough for fitting. The same procedure then repeated with another dressing
frequency ωdress ranges from 2pi·6.834GHz to 2pi·6.848GHz. Identical measurement
was conducted with cavity temperature set at 6.2k, 6.4k, 6.6k, and 6.8k. Figure 3.17
summarized the parameter used for the Ramsey interference measurement.
Observation and Discussion
The Ramsey interference method provides a beat measurement between the fre-
quency separation of a two level system (in our case, |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉) and the
driving field (ωRF + ωextMW). For an example shown in Figure 3.18, the two-photon
detuning with respect to the atomic transition frequency |1,−1〉 → |2, 1〉 was set
to -2pi·500Hz. Without the MW dressing, this will result in a measured Ramsey
interference frequency ωRamsey/2pi of -500Hz. The presence of a dressing MW Ωdress
in the cavity shifts the atomic transition frequency to -2pi·500Hz + δdress. AC stark
shift δdress can then be easily obtained and MW dressing intensity can be calculated
using equation 3.20. Hence, the Ramsey interference method provides the direct
measurement of MW intensity in the CPW resonator.
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Figure 3.17: Top: Level scheme of the 87Rb ground-state manifold. The external
MW and RF frequencies used for driving the two-photon transitions for the Ramsey
scheme (green) and the off-resonant coupling of the cavity field to the relevant states
are shown(red). Bottom: Atoms were prepared in a superposition state of |1,−1〉
and |2, 1〉 with a two-photon pi/2-pulse using RF fed into Z-wire and MW fed into an
external antenna with frequencies ωRF and ωextMW correspondingly (green). After
a variable waiting time tRamsey, a second pi/2-pulse was used and population in the
two states (|1,−1〉 , |2, 1〉) was measured to obtain Ramsey fringes. Dressing MW
with frequency ωdress was fed into the cavity throughout the Ramsey sequence (red).
Figure 3.18: Examples of Ramsey fringes for two different MW cavity dressing
frequencies ωdress. Black circles are measurement points of Ramsey interference with
different waiting time tRamsey. Red lines are fitting with a sinusoidal wave. Inlet
shows the fitted Ramsey frequency ωRamsey. Top: ωdress/2pi= 6.838GHz yielding
a shift of δdress/2pi=-68.8Hz. Bottom: ωdress/2pi= 6.843GHz yielding a shift of
δdress/2pi=-21.2Hz
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Probing the Off-resonant Cavity Field with Ultracold Atoms Sets of δdress
with a variation of cavity temperatures (6.2k, 6.4k, 6.6k, and 6.8k) and cavity MW
dressing frequencies ωdress were measured. The intensity of the cavity MW dressing
Ω2dress was calibrated using equation 3.20. Figure 3.19 displays the relation between
δdress measured and its corresponding dressing intensity Ω
2
dress. Similar patterns
between the measured dressing intensities Ω2dress and the measured transmission
spectra of the MW resonator were observed. This can only mean that atoms are
interacting with only the MW photons in the cavity, giving further proof of the
atom-cavity coupling. There was a small shift between the Lorentzian fits and the
measured transmission spectra, this have to be further investigated.
Figure 3.19: Top: Measured AC stark shift δdress versus frequency of the MW
cavity dressing field ωdress in the superconducting microwave resonator for differ-
ent chip temperatures. Dispersion curve measured (red circles) occurred because of
|1, 0〉 → |2, 1〉 resonant transition, where ∆3=0 in Figure 3.15. Bottom: Calcu-
lated microwave intensity Ω2dress based on the measurements of δdress (top) by using
equation 3.20. The colour dashed lines are Lorentzian fits to the data points. The
solid lines are the measured transmission spectra of the microwave resonator.
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3.4 Chapter Closing
In this chapter, coupling of ground state 87Rb atoms to a CPW resonator via meth-
ods of resonant excitation and off-resonant MW dressing was presented. Due to
the low single-ground state atom single-photon coupling strength of g ∼ 2pi · 0.5Hz,
coupling effect can only be observed by driving of the cavity field. This leads to high
photon number5 (nphoton  Natom), where cavity field behaves as a classical wave.
Hence atoms coupled individually and no collective effect can be exploited with this
condition.
Furthermore, short coherent time in the experiment will be a limitation of cre-
ating high fidelity superposition state. The inhomogeneity seen by atomic ensemble
can in principle reduce by cooling it further, producing smaller cloud size. There
are also experiments that demonstrated a more robust scheme of Rabi pulses using
optimal control theory [145,146] to optimize for a longer coherence time.
Coupling strength g by all means can also be increased by trapping atoms closer
to CPW resonator or by adopting a CPW resonator with a smaller mode volume
such that B-field density per photon is higher. With the same reasoning, other
resonator structures such as lumped element resonators which have a much smaller
mode volume can be used for enhancement of coupling strength too.
Coupling ground-state atoms to the cavity, although is still in weak coupling
regime, is interesting in its own. Phenomena such as superadiance [147], collective
effects [148], enhancement of the coherence time, the effect of thermal photons [149]
on lifetime and more can be observed in this regime. Numerous experiments can
still be accomplished by using ground state 87Rb atoms.
The aim for strong coupling regime is set to be the priority. In next chapter,
the author will demonstrate by switching from a ground-state atoms to a Rydberg
state, he is one step closer to achieving this goal.
5It was estimated that with Rabi Oscillation of 20kHz via resonant driving of MW fields, there
were ∼109 cavity photons.
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Chapter 4
Towards Coupling of a Single
Rydberg Atom to a Coplanar
Waveguide(CPW) Resonator
In this chapter, the implementation of Rydberg atoms in the experimental setup will
be shown. As mentioned before in the thesis, Rydberg atoms have electric dipole
allowed transitions in the MW range. Compared with magnetic dipole transitions
in 87Rb ground-state atoms, electric dipole transitions give an improvement of 1
α
in transition strength, where α is the fine-structure constant. In addition to that,
the scalability n2 in the dipole moment indicates that the high principle quantum
number n in Rydberg atoms will be a significant contribution factor in coupling
strengths too.
The outcome of utilizing Rydberg atoms (n>50) is an amazing improvement
of single-atom coupling strength from sub-Hz to ∼MHz. However the advent of
Rydberg atoms also involves some complication. High polarizability make Rydberg
atoms highly sensitive to surrounding electric fields. It will be later shown in this
chapter, the presence of unwanted strays electric fields on the chip surface will
ultimately prevent the creation of Rydberg atoms with very high quantum number
n.
Firstly, Electromagnetically Induced Transparency(EIT) as a technique for sur-
face stray E-field measurement [150] will be presented, followed by detection of sin-
gle Rydberg atom through E-field ionization. Finally, the feasibility of driving MW
transitions between neighboring Rydberg states via cavity photons will be shown.
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4.1 Electromagnetically Induced Transparency(EIT)
4.1.1 Experiment setup
One of the common methods to create Rydberg atoms is via two-photon optical
excitations. We adopted this method for our EIT experiment, using collimated
780nm and focused 480nm laser light. A compensation electrode plate is located
∼4mm under the chip for creation of arbitrary E-field in the Z-direction. As shown
in figure 4.1:
Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for Electromagnetically Induced Trans-
parency(EIT). Collimated 780nm(red) and focused 480nm(blue) laser light that
propagates in the opposite direction is directed to the atomic cloud. A compen-
sation electrode plate is located ∼4mm under the chip for creation of arbitrary
E-field. (Figure drawn not to scale)
EIT Laser Parameter A 780nm laser with 150µW and ∼1cm in diameter, was
already available as imaging light in our setup, resonance with the 52S1/2(F=2)
→ 52P3/2(F=3) transition. The 480nm light was set to be on resonance with
52P3/2(F=3) to the desired Rydberg states nS1/2 or nD3/2, 5/2, frequency was cal-
ibrated using a wavemeter (Model: High Finesse WS7-60). Our 480nm laser was
acquired from the frequency doubling of a 960nm high power laser. The 480nm laser
light had laser power of 20∼30mW (power depends slightly on blue laser frequency)
and was focused into focus width of ∼50µm, Shown in figure 4.2:
EIT Concept There are two common ways of explaining the effect of EIT [151].
The most popular explanation being the quantum destructive interference between
excitation pathways yielded the transparency [152]. Here, we used the dress state
picture for explanation [153]. When both 780nm and 480nm lasers were on resonance
with their corresponding states (480nm laser intensity  780nm laser intensity),
the intermediate states will experienced Autler-Townes splitting [154], shown in
figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Three level cascaded scheme for Electromagnetically Induced Trans-
parency(EIT). 780nm Imaging light is on-resonant with 52S1/2(F=2)→52P3/2(F=3)
while 480nm light will set to be on resonant with 52P3/2(F=3) to the desire Rydberg
state.
Figure 4.3: Autler-Townes splitting picture. Both blue and red lasers were on
resonance with their corresponding states, with frequency ωc and ωp (left). In the
case where the Rabi oscillation of the blue laser was much higher than red laser, Ωc 
Ωp. A dress state |e〉 ± |i〉 was formed with an energy spliting of ~Ωc (right). Now,
the red laser with ωp was detune from resonance level, resulting in less adsorption
from the medium. Hence, the transparency.
The splitting prevented the absorption for the 780nm lasers. The lack of absorp-
tion of the imaging laser (780nm) will creates a transparency within the vicinity in
the atom cloud, such as shown in Figure 4.4. This is a handy method for assuring
resonance condition for the 480nm laser light.
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Figure 4.4: One of the first Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) ob-
served in the setup, using 30S1/2 Rydberg state for excited state, 5
2P3/2(F=3) for
intermediate state and 52S1/2(F=2) for ground state. The atom cloud was released
from the optical dipole trap after shifted under the atom chip. Imaging light (780nm
red laser) and 480nm laser light was turned on (via triggering AOM) simultaneously
after time-of-flight of 10ms, with exposure time set to 100µs. EIT was observed
1mm under the chip, this was the focusing point of the 480nm blue laser.
4.1.2 DC stark shift
The DC Stark effect is the shifting and splitting of spectral lines of atoms due to the
presence of an external DC electric field. Polarizability α0 of Rydberg atoms scale
with n7, making it highly sensitive to stark shift:
∆E = −1
2
α0F
2 (4.1)
Take note that the equation for quadratic stark shift is valid only for small E-fields
with low orbital quantum number l = 0.
Calibration of the Compensation Voltage By varying the electric field F via
voltage applied V to the compensation plate, DC stark shift ∆E can be measured
using EIT method. A stark map simulation, which is the numerical calculation of
Rubidium Rydberg Stark spectra [155] by means of direct diagnolization of the en-
ergy matrix was available from the work of Dr. Jens Grimmel [156]1. By comparing
the DC stark shift measurements with the stark map, compensation voltage V can
be calibrated with the electric field F , shown in figure 4.5:
1This method will not be discussed in this thesis. Please refer to PHD thesis of Dr. Jens
Grimmel for detail explanations.
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Figure 4.5: Measurement of DC stark shift for 30S1/2 using EIT positioned 1mm
under the chip. 780nm laser is on resonant with 52S1/2(F=2)→52P3/2(F=3) and blue
circles are measurement points of 480nm detuning ∆E for maximum transparency to
equivalent E-field(F ). The red color line is quadratic fitting using equation 4.1 while
the green color line is Stark shift calculation obtained by direct diagonalisation of
the Hamiltonian. Both methods fit well in the low E-field region and no measurable
stray E-field is detected at this position. Calibration of electric potential V applied
to compensation electrode plate to E-field is V=0.36F. In agreement with formula
F=V/d, with separation d of ∼4mm between chip (grounded) and electrode plate.
4.1.3 Stray Electric fields Close to Chip Surface
Moving the EIT closer to the CPW resonator To create EIT close to the
CPW resonator, atomic ensemble was trapped above the CPW resonator gap using
the procedure mentioned in chapter 3. The difference here being that the final Z-
wire current was set to 0.22A instead of 0A, and there was no final RF evaporation
cooling to increase the atom number. Without a current running in the Z-wire, there
was no defining electric potential of the Z-wire, and the EIT excitation linewidth was
observed to be broadened (in ∼300MHz range for 39D Ryd-state). This was also
the reason where atomic ensemble was trapped ∼40µm above the CPW resonator
now (instead of 20µm with 0A in Z-wire, mentioned in chapter 3, figure 3.7). Then,
480nm focused light was shifted to ∼40µm above CPW resonator (focused into the
atom cloud). EIT can only be observed in this position with the blue laser detuned
and with compensation potential turn on, as shown in figure 4.6.
The DC Stark shift measurement was then repeated at this position. Figure 4.7
shows the DC Stark shift measurement using 36S1/2.
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Figure 4.6: The figure shows 105 atoms trapped ∼40µm above the coplanar waveg-
uide (CPW) resonator, with reflection absorption imaging method. The EIT was
observed using 36S1/2 Rydberg state for excited state, 5
2P3/2(F=3) for intermediate
state and 52S1/2(F=2) for ground state. The EIT condition was fulfilled only when
blue laser was detuned. This indicates the presence of background bias electric fields
in the vicinity.
Figure 4.7: Figure shows measurement of Rydberg state 36S1/2 stark shift against
compensation potential V with color scale. Yellow shows strong EIT transparency
and blue indicate no EIT. Minimum detuning occurs at compensation potential of
7.5V with ∆E∼ -120MHz and width of ∼100MHz. Solid curve is the fitting of
mj = 1/2 sub-state from stark map, stark map is shown in the following figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Figure shows here is the 36S1/2 stark map shown as fitting in the fig-
ure 4.7. Grey color arrow indicates the magnitude of compensating potential V
shown as x-axis in the figure 4.7 from 3V⇒10V, electric field compensation started
with compensation potential at 3V, to an optimum compensation potential ≈7.5V
resulting in the minimum electric field, and then overcompensation of electric field
for compensation potential >7.5V. Detuning for minimum electric field occur at
∆E∼ -120MHz, correspond to ∼ 7V/cm of remaining stray electric field at the EIT
position. EIT width of ∼100MHz indicates a strong E-field gradient of about 2V/cm
over the 480nm beam focus size (∼50µm).
Observation and Discussion EIT was observed only when the compensation
E-field F was turned on and with detuning of the 480nm laser. This indicates the
presence of background bias electric fields in the vicinity. The existence of E-fields
close to the proximity of the chip is primarily due to adsorbates of Rubidium that are
deposited on the chip surface over time [157,158]. Since the compensation electrode
plate in our setup is only capable of offsetting the E-fields component perpendicular
to the chip, the remaining orthogonal component is uncompensated. In the next
section, this uncompensated E-field of ∼7V/cm will be shown to set a boundary for
the candidate of Rydberg state for cavity coupling.
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4.2 Selection of a Rydberg State Pair for Cavity
Coupling
Limitation in going into higher Rydberg state Figure 4.9 displays as an
example of how the stark map for a highly excited Rydberg state generally looks
like. As seen, the energy levels quickly turn into a chaotic region in relatively low
E-field. Due to Rydberg states mixing within this region with other higher Rydberg
states, a reduction in coupling strengths will occur. Also, the Rydberg energy levels
∆E change greatly with only a small variation in the E-field, making Rydberg states
in this region prompt to de-phasing. Hence, the excitation of Rydberg state into
these regions have to be avoided.
Figure 4.9: Stark map of the 46D3/2, 5/2 Rydberg state. State mixing starts at
the E-field region of 8V/cm. This region has to be avoided due to decrease in
coupling strength. With our stray E-field strength of ∼7V/cm, this will be the
highest Rydberg state we can use for cavity coupling.
Choosing the Rydberg State Since coupling to the cavity is our main objective
here, we need to prepare Rydberg state that has a dipole allowed transition within
range of the cavity resonant frequency ωRyd ≈ ωCav. The 3rd harmonic of our CPW
resonator with ωCav ∼20.5GHz was used, as already acknowledged in Chapter 2.
Given with the stray E-field of ∼7V/cm and requirement of neighboring Rydberg
transition frequency ωRyd ∼20.5GHz, the only choice left is the 39D5/2↔38F Ryd-
berg state pair, with energy diagram shown in figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: The 39D5/2 Rydberg state is chosen for atom-cavity coupling in our
experiment. Given the condition of E-field ∼7V/cm and a neighboring state 38F3/2
with electric dipole transition frequency of ωRyd ≈ ωCav ∼20.5GHz, shown in the top
figure with red arrow. The two dotted boxes labeled as a and b show the region of
interest for atom-cavity coupling. Enlarge pictures are shown in the bottom figure
with a and b correspond to 39D5/2 and 38F3/2 Rydberg state.
Stark shift measurement for 39D Rydberg state To ascertain the laser fre-
quency detuning ∆E with its equivalent E-field, the Stark shift measurement of 39D
state (Shown in figure 4.11), and its corresponding Stark map (Shown in figure 4.12)
was shown.
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Figure 4.11: The Stark shifts measurement of 39D Rydberg state with color scale.
Yellow shows strong EIT transparency and blue indicates no EIT. Only the three
least Stark-shifted states are shown here, with inlet showing the marker for |mj|.
Figure 4.12: 39D stark map shown as fitting in the figure 4.11. Gray color arrow indi-
cates the magnitude of compensating potential V, shown as x-axis in the figure 4.11
from 5V⇒9.5V, electric field compensation started with compensation potential at
5V, to an optimum compensation potential ≈7V resulting in the minimum electric
field, and then overcompensation of electric field for compensation potential >7V.
This reconfirmed the minimum stray E-field as ∼7V/cm. Note that there is a small
difference in optimum compensation potential compare to figure 4.8, this is due to
the stray electric field long term drift which has not yet been quantified.
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4.3 Single Rydberg Atom Excitation and Detec-
tion
Laser Parameter Excitation of ground-state atoms to Rydberg atoms is rather
straight forward. Merely a small modification was required for our EIT scheme.
Here, 780nm red laser and 480nm blue laser are detuned from the intermediate
state 5P3/2 by ∆=160MHz, with laser power of∼5mW and∼30mW correspondingly.
To avoid undesirable Rydberg-Rydberg interaction, 61 Rydberg atom on average
was created at a time. Hence, the excitation time of only 1µs is required. Both
780nm and 480nm laser were triggered via AOM simultaneously. Shown as follows
in figure 4.13:
Figure 4.13: Driving a ground state atom to 39D5/2 Rydberg state via two-photon
excitation. The 780nm red laser and the 480nm blue laser are detuned from the
intermediate state 5P3/2 by ∆=160MHz. The length of laser pulses is reduced to
1µs to create a single Rydberg atom at a time. Further interactions with cavity
photons at frequency ωcavity can be discovered by detection of the 38F3/2 Rydberg
state.
4.3.1 Selective Field Ionization(SFI)
Detection of single Rydberg atoms is highly efficient with the selective field ioniza-
tion(SFI) method [159]. In SFI, a Rydberg atom is subjected to a time-dependent
increasing electric field. Eventually, the field strength is large enough to rip the
electron away from the atom, ionizing the Rydberg atom. Depending on the specific
states, Rydberg atoms in different quantum states and therefore at different time
will ionize at different field strengths. The positively charged ion is then accelerated
by the field and hits a detector, which then produces a signal. Figure 4.17 shows an
example for SFI measurement demonstrated using 34D5/2 and 36S1/2 state.
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Experimental Apparatus and Details
We applied selective field ionization method for Rydberg atoms detection in our
setup, the experimental layout was shown in figure 4.14 and figure 4.15
Figure 4.14: In the SFI detection scheme, the plate electrode is ramped from the
compensation potential to above ionization potential for Rydberg atom ionization.
Acceleration electrode provides further accelerates and guides the ion into the de-
tector. The ion detector is an electron avalanche tube where signal get amplified
and detected as a current pulse.
Figure 4.15: Electronic equipment layout for the Rydberg field ionization measure-
ment. The plate electrode is connected either to the compensation voltage or the
ionization voltage using a high voltage (HV) switch. The switching was controlled
via ADwin digital output. The acceleration electrode and ion detector are set at
a fixed voltage of -250V and -2.4kV correspondingly. The signals from the ion de-
tector are then increased through a series of amplifiers before getting recorded by a
time-to-digital converter (time tagger). Refer to text for more details.
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Shown in figure 4.15 is the electronic layout for the Rydberg field ionization
measurement. The plate electrode was used for compensation of the E-field dur-
ing excitation of Rydberg atoms, and only switched to ionization voltage (-120V)
during Rydberg ionization. For this reason, the plate electrode was connected to a
HV switch made by the electronic workshop (model: HTS 61-03-GSM). The switch
was capable of switching between positive V and negative V, where we set our com-
pensation voltage (+7.5V) using the ADwin analog output and ionization voltage
(-120V) using a benchtop power supply (model: Voltcraft VSP26534E). The ion-
ization E-field ramping rate was controlled via the resistance inside the HV switch,
which we set to 220Ω. This gave the voltage ramp from +7.5V→ -120V within 3µs.
The acceleration electrode and the ion detector were connected to a HV power
supply individually, made by electronic workshop (model: HV-Nr-7479), each set to
-250V and -2.4kV. To improve the detection signal strength, the lower electric po-
tential in the ion detector was slightly biased away from the electric ground potential
(0V) with a 10kΩ HV resistor.
For our measurement data acquisition, a time tagger (time-to-digital converter,
it records the arrival time of a pulse) was employed (model: Swabian Inst. Time
Tagger 20). The tagger only addresses a pulse when it’s greater than +1V. For
this reason, two amplifiers were used for signal inversion and amplification. First, a
unity gain inverting buffer amplifier was used to invert the ion signal into a positive
value. This buffer amplifier used an inverting amplifier configuration, consisting
of a pair of 10kΩ resistors and an operational-amplifier (OPA655), with input and
output impedance set to 50Ω by resistors. Secondly, the signal was then amplified
by a high gain amplifier (model: Mini Circuits ZKL-1R5+). Together with these
two amplifiers, a single ion signal with initial value of -25mV can be amplified to
+1V. Figure 4.16 shown was a single ion signal after the amplification.
The recorded ion signals time from the tagger were then stored in a computer
for data analysis.
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Figure 4.16: Demonstration of a single Rydberg atom detection. Compensation E-
field(black) is ramped to a high negative value at T=0 using a HV switch, ionizing
the Rydberg atom. This created a trigger noise(red) in the signal line that damps
away quickly, not affecting the readout. The ion is then detected as a pulse at T=4.
Figure 4.17: The figure demonstrates a single Rydberg atom detection. Compensa-
tion E-field(black) is ramped to a high negative value at T=0 using a HV switch,
ionizing the Rydberg atom. This created a trigger noise(red) in the signal line that
damps away quickly, not affecting the readout. The ion is then detected as a pulse
at T=4.
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4.3.2 Limitation in Selective Field Ionization(SFI)
The classical ionization E-field for 39D and 38F is 160V/cm and 155V/cm corre-
spondingly. This small separation in the ionization E-field makes it hard to differ-
entiate the states in time scale2. Moreover, the classical ionization E-field does not
show the whole picture of the ionization process. If the time evolution in E-field for
both 39D and 38F states were taken into consideration, both Rydberg states will
evolve into the same path during the E-field ramping, making ionization of these two
states indistinguishable in time3, shown in figure 4.18. Even with optimized shaped
E-field ramping [160], detection time of these two states could not be separated.
Figure 4.19 shows the simulated optimized E-field ramping and ion detection for
both Rydberg states.
Figure 4.18: Here shows the state evolution during the ramping of ionization field.
Blue arrow indicates 38F Rydberg state and the red arrow indicates 39D Rydberg
state. Both states eventually evolve into the same path, resulting in similar ion
detection time.
2In a typical experiment, E-field was ramped from 0→200V/cm within 3µs, ionization time
separation calculated using classical ionization limit for 39D and 38F is ∼10ns.
3Since we are detecting a single Rydberg atom at a time, the same measurement had to be
conducted multiple times for statistical accuracy. Similar ionization time for 38F and 39D Rydberg
state will result in the overlapped distribution of the ion signal detection time.
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Figure 4.19: Simulation of an ionization E-field ramping (Shown in green,
0→200V/cm in 3µs) and its corresponding ion detection for 38F and 39D Ryd-
berg states sum over 200 events. Both signals overlap completely and could not be
differentiated, making state detection impossible. Simulation obtained by courtesy
of Dr. Markus Stecker, for more information refer to his PHD thesis.
4.3.3 State Selective De-Excitation
To overcome the impossibility to discriminate between 39D and 38F states detection,
an optical de-excitation scheme to depopulate the 39D state just before ramping
the ionization field was implemented. Hence, ideally the only ions detected will
be contributed by the 38F Rydberg state. Our de-excitation light which is called
“blowing light” here, is a 480nm light with pulse width of 1µs. Blowing light is on
resonance with 52P3/2(F=3)↔39D5/2(mj=1/2) transition state with 30mW of laser
power. With lifetime of only 30ns, the 52P3/2 state then quickly decay to 5
2S1/2
ground state, effectively emptying the 39D5/2(mj=1/2) state. Figure 4.20 shows
the difference in the ion counts without and with blowing light.
With the implementation of the blowing light, interaction between cavity MW
photons and 39D Rydberg atoms was able to be detected, through the presence of
38F Rydberg atoms. In the next section, a measurement showing the first hint of
Rydberg atom-cavity coupling will be described.
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Figure 4.20: The figure shown above is the histogram of the ion counts over 300
pulse sequences, plotted with 20ns timing window. Here 39D5/2(mj=1/2) Rydberg
state is prepared and held for 2µs before ionization take place. E-field ramping is
set such that ions arrived at ∼2µs at the detector. With 300 excitation-detection
events, there were ∼150 Rydberg atoms detected, this gives a single Rydberg atom
excitation probability of about 0·5 for each event. The difference between histograms
is with blowing light set off/on. Here, we achieve a high blowing efficiency of 80%.
Blowing efficiency is not perfect mainly due to the exposure of background RF
noises: During the 2µs hold time, undesirable RF noises in our ground conductor is
capable of driving 39D5/2(mj=1/2) to other mj sub-states, making it transparent
to blowing light. In addition to that, black body radiation and spontaneous decay
of 39D Rydberg state also contributed to a reduction in blowing efficiency.
4.4 Coupling a single Rydberg Atom to Cavity
MW
4.4.1 Experimental Procedure
In this experiment, a single Rydberg atom of 39D5/2(mj=1/2) state was prepared at
∼40µm above the CPW resonator gap. The E-field was compensated to F=8.2V/cm
such that stark shifted resonance frequency to 38F state is ωRyd=20.55GHz. Chip
temperature was set to 4.5K ,this corresponds to the 3rd harmonic cavity resonance
frequency of ωCav≈20.55GHz coinciding with ωRyd. Next, a MW pulse ωdrive of
250ns is used to drive the resonator4. Lastly, the presence of 38F Rydberg state was
detected. The MW pulse frequency is set as variable here, with 2MHz steps.
Timing sequence for Rydberg atom excitation and detection Since we
used only one single Rydberg atom at a time for cavity interaction, the same mea-
4Due to the deterioration of the MW connections and amplifier inside the vacuum chamber,
MW field strength in the CPW resonator could not be accurately estimated. MW pulse width of
250ns was chosen such that pulse time > cavity rise/decay time∼50ns
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surement had to be done multiple times for statistical accuracy. Here, 300 identical
measurements were conducted within a single experimental cycle, utilizing the same
atomic ensemble.
Figure 4.21: The timing sequence of Rydberg excitation, cavity MW interaction,
optical de-excitation and detection for a single experiment cycle. Atoms were pre-
pared and trapped at ∼40µm above the CPW resonator (gray). During the trap
holding time, a single Rydberg atom was created by optical excitation for 1µs (red),
followed by 2µs of interaction and wait time (green), 1µs of blowing light (blue), and
E-field ionization within 3µs (brown). This process was repeated for 300 times with
a repetition rate of 30kHz before the atoms were released from the CPW resonator
and the experiment cycle was completed.
Shown in figure 4.21 is the timing sequences of the experimental cycle. Gray
color area indicates the process of the atomic cloud preparation (MOT loading 7→
Sisyphus cooling 7→ optical pumping 7→ magnetic quadrupole trapping 7→ magnetic
transfer 7→ Ioffe trap 7→ RF cooling 7→ Optical dipole trapping 7→ transfer to atom
chip Z-trap 7→ Z-trap shifting via external bias B-field 7→ persistent SC trap within
CPW resonator). After the preparation, atoms were trapped at ∼40µm above the
CPW resonator, and will be trapped here until the end of the experiment cycle,
with a typical holding time of 15ms.
During the holding time, 300 pulse sequences [Rydberg excitation (red) 7→ in-
teraction time (green) 7→ blowing light (blue) 7→ E-field ionization (brown)] were
conducted, with a repetition rate of 30kHz. With the probability of 0.5 to excite
a single Rydberg atom, we managed to excite ∼150 Rydberg atoms in a single
experiment cycle.
In chapter 4.3.3, the blowing efficiency was characterized. The only difference
there was with blowing light turn off/on, the timing of the Rydberg excitation to
the E-field ionization was still the same: 2µs of waiting time with 1µs of extra
waiting time for the case of blowing light turn off, else, 2µs of waiting time with
1µs of blowing light. Then, came the E-field ionization. As mentioned, a blowing
efficiency of 80% was archived.
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4.4.2 Observation and Discussion
Figure 4.22 shows the result of this measurement. The increased in ion counts at
ωdrive∼20.55GHz is the presence of 38F Rydberg atoms, where a single Rydberg
atom at 39D state was excited by a cavity MW photon into the 38F Rydberg state.
This result demonstrated that Rydberg atoms interact with cavity MW photons,
indicating atom-cavity coupling. 3rd harmonic cavity linewidth at 4.5k (κ ∼30MHz)
also agreed well with the excitation linewidth shown here. In this position using 39D
Rydberg state with improved coupling strength of factor ∼ n2
α
,we estimate a single
atom-single cavity photon coupling strength of g/2pi=40kHz. Although this is a
large increase with respect to the ground state atom coupling of g/2pi=0.5Hz, it is
still not in the strong coupling regime where at least ∼MHz is required.
Figure 4.22: Remaining ion counts sum over 300 events after the blowing scheme
versus frequency of MW pulse. As we can see in the plot, there is a background
ion count due to the inefficient of blowing. Fluctuations are also an issue that will
have to be resolved in the near future. However, the increased in ion counts at
ωdrive∼20.55GHz is undeniably the presence of 38F Rydberg atoms, where we set
the cavity resonance frequency (via temperature of the chip) to coincide with the
Rydberg transition frequency (ωCav≈ωRyd≈20.55GHz).
The interaction of Rydberg atoms with MW cavity photons had to be re-validated
using other methods to assure only the cavity MW photons were interacted with
the Rydberg atoms. These methods includes:
1. Driving the cavity with MW frequency ωdrive, where ωdrive 6= ωcav and ωdrive =
ωRyd. If only the cavity photons can be seen by the Rydberg atoms, one shall
see no Rydberg atom in 38F state. This can be done by either changing the
cavity temperature, or using another compensation E-field for a different ωRyd.
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2. Rabi oscillation measurement. Intensity inside the cavity is greater compare
to outside the cavity by the Q-factor. Hence much higher Rabi oscillation
frequency will be measured if Rydberg atoms only interact with the cavity
photons.
4.5 Chapter Closing
In this chapter, the presence of stray E-fields close to the vicinity of the chip surface
was detected. Stray E-fields limit the preparation of very high Rydberg states,
resulting in 39D state as the only candidate available for atom-cavity coupling.
The complication arose due to the state selective detection of 39D and 38F is then
addressed and tackle via “blowing” scheme. Finally, measurement of atom-cavity
MW interaction was shown.
This chapter also concludes the contribution of the author during these two
years of research experience in Tu¨bingen. Even though a lot had been accomplished
regarding atom-cavity coupling, the goal of strong coupling regime is yet to be
reached. In the final chapter, the outlook of this experiment will be discussed.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Outlook
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, coupling of 87Rb ground state atoms to a superconducting CPW
resonator was demonstrated. The coupling of Rydberg atoms to a superconducting
CPW resonator was also shown to be plausible. These are important steps towards
the implementation of a cold atom quantum memory for microwave photons.
An atom chip consisting of two main structures was used for the experiment:
A Z-trap for magnetic trapping of neutral 87Rb atoms and a coplanar waveguide
(CPW) resonator for atom-cavity coupling. The CPW resonator was an inductively
coupled superconducting half wavelength resonator, with a fundamental mode res-
onance frequency of 6.84GHz and a linewidth of 2pi · 3MHz (Q-factor of ∼103) at a
temperature of 6K. In addition, the CPW resonator has a third harmonic mode res-
onance frequency of ∼20.55GHz at a temperature of 4.5K .For Rydberg atom-cavity
coupling, the third harmonic mode was used.
Measurements of resonant Rabi oscillations as a function of chip temperature
revealed the interaction of ground state 87Rb atoms with the cavity microwave (MW)
photons. When the transmission frequency of the resonator was shifted closer to
the atomic transition (via changing chip temperature), higher Rabi frequency was
measured.
Direct evidence of atom-cavity coupling was done through off-resonant MW
dressing. MW field strengths in the cavity were measured with AC Stark shift
and Lorentzian curves were observed. Similar patterns of the Lorentzian curves and
the cavity transmission proved the coupling of 87Rb ground state atoms to the CPW
resonator. Trapped at a distance ∼20µm above the CPW resonator, a single ground
state atom-single cavity photon coupling strength of ∼2pi · 0.5Hz was estimated.
By scanning the MW frequency in the cavity, excitation from 39D to 38F Ryd-
berg state was observed when the resonance condition was fulfilled. This demon-
strated the interaction of MW photons and Rydberg atoms. Trapped at a distance
∼40µm above the CPW resonator, a single 39D Rydberg state atom-single cavity
photon coupling strength of ∼2pi · 40kHz was estimated.
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5.2 Outlook
To be a good quantum memory, it is essential to write a single photon into an
atomic ensemble, preserve its coherence for long storage times and then retrieve
the information of this photon, while maintaining a high write/retrieve efficiency.
Hence, it is required to strongly coupling an atomic ensemble to a superconducting
resonator. Making sure, a single photon will interact with an atomic ensemble in a
resonator before escaping the cavity.
In the experiments reported in this thesis, the strong coupling regime is not
yet reached. To achieve strong coupling, the coupling strength g/2pi needs to be
larger than the cavity linewidth of ∼2pi · 3MHz 1. The collective effect of Rydberg
atoms can be used to improve the coupling strength, this however, has to be care-
fully implemented due to the long Rydberg-Rydberg interaction length. The strong
coupling regime can also be achieved by using higher Rydberg state, and by trap-
ping Rydberg atom closer to the CPW resonator. These, however requires the stray
E-fields on the chip surface to be further reduced.
Coating the chip surface with a layer of rubidium has been shown to improve the
homogeneity of the stray E-field [161], nevertheless, this will hinder the functionality
of the CPW resonator. Since Rubidium adsorbate is the main contributor for stray
E-field, Light-induced atomic desorption (LIAD) can be an effective method for
desorbing Rb from the chip [162]. However, LIAD is only effective on a dielectric
surface, where the majority area of the chip currently used is metallic. It is possible
to coat a layer of dielectric on top of the atom chip, but the localized charges on
the dielectric surface is an upcoming issue. Another possible method is to dress the
Rydberg atoms with microwave fields to modify the polarizability [163], reducing the
AC Stark shift. In the appendix, the possibility of adding additional compensation
electrodes on the orthogonal axis was considered.
Other than reducing stray E-field on the surface, stability of the experiment had
to be improved. Our group is currently developing STIRAP method for coherent
excitation of Rydberg atoms. This will greatly reduce the stability requirement of
480nm and 780nm lasers in terms of intensity fluctuations. Phase locking of 480nm
and 780nm lasers to a frequency comb had also been implemented2. Other than that,
the polarizations of 480nm and 780nm have to be considered3. It was observed that
the electrical ground noise in the laboratory is surprisingly large in the RF range,
a cleaner electrical ground is necessary to reduce undesirable Rydberg transition
between Rydberg mj states.
With these problems solved, Strong coupling of Rydberg atoms to a CPW res-
onator can be achieved.
1Cavity linewidth is equivalent to cavity photons loss rate κ. Here, we neglect the atoms lifetime.
2It was previously locked to a wave meter with a resolution of 2MHz and significant frequency
long term drifts.
3Linear polarized light was used previously for all Rydberg experiments, without considering
in details about σ+ and σ− component.
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Appendix A
E-fields compensation parallel to
the chip surface
In the present setup, external E-field can only be applied perpendicular to the chip
surface. In this section, the idea of inserting additional electrodes for E-fields com-
pensation along the atom chip surface was taken into consideration. Note that in
the appendix, we re-define the axis notation, unlike in the main text where z-axis is
the direction perpendicular to the atom chip.
A.1 Compensation with macroscopic wire
Consider the case of two long electrically insulated copper wires laying above an
atom chip. The wires are separated by a distance of 4mm, and have a diameter of
200µm each. The atom chip is electrically grounded, and an electric potential is
applied to each of the wires, with potential V1 and V2, shown in figure A.1
Figure A.1: Two long insulated copper wires laying above an electrically grounded
atom chip, with electric potential V1 and V2 applied to each of them. The wires are
200µm in diameter, and separated by a distance of 4mm. The X and Y axis indicate
the area of interest for the E-fields, with the Y-axis perpendicular and the X-axis
parallel to the atom chip.
With a potential V1 = −150V and V2 = +150V applied to the wires, the electric
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fields in the x-component were simulated using Comsol1, as shown in figure A.2.
Figure A.2: Simulation of the E-field in x-component with V1 = −150V and V2 =
+150V . An E-field in the range of ∼7V/cm was simulated at the position ∼40µm
above the chip, similar in range to the uncompensated stray E-fields previously
detected in the experiment. However, at the same time, a high E-field gradient in
the y-direction was created.
With the uncompensated stray E-fields due to absorbate in the ranges of∼7V/cm
at position ∼40µm above the CPW resonator2, these E-fields created will be capable
in canceling the stray E-fields, further reducing the DC Stark shift of the Rydberg
atoms. Besides that, the E-field gradient created in the y-direction is also capable
in reducing the absorbate E-field gradient, increasing the uniformity of the overall
E-fields.
For compensation of the E-field gradient in x-direction, the case of using different
magnitude in electrode potential were considered, with V1 = −100V and V2 =
+200V , shown in figure A.3. Here, no significant E-field gradient was observed.
Figure A.3: Simulation of the E-field in x-component with V1 = −100V and
V2 = +200V . E-field gradient in x-direction created was negligible, even with high
magnitude difference ∆(|V2| − |V1|)=100V.
1Here we only interested in the E-field region close to the chip surface. With potential=±150V,
E-field created will be huge in further distances.
2For more details regarding stray E-fields close to the chip surface, refer back to chapter 4.1
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A.2 Compensation with microscopic atom chip
electrodes
In this section, the use of microscopic atom chip electrodes is considered. Compared
with macroscopic wires, the atom chip electrodes can be located closer to each other
without obstructing chip structures, such as the Z-trap wire and CPW resonator.
Hence, much smaller potentials can be used to obtain the same compensation E-
field. Of course, to implement this idea, modification of the current chip design
would be required.
Consider the case of two long electrically insulated copper strip electrodes laying
on the surface of the atom chip. The strips are separated by a distance of 1mm,
and have a width of 100µm each. The atom chip is electrically grounded, and an
electric potential is applied to each of the strips, with potentials V1 and V2, as shown
in figure A.4
Figure A.4: Two long insulated copper strip electrodes laying on the same surface
with the electrically grounded atom chip, with electric potential V1 and V2 applied
to each of them. The strips are 100µm in width, and separated by a distance of
1mm. X and Y axis indicate the area of interest for the E-fields, with the Y-axis
perpendicular and the X-axis parallel with the atom chip.
With potential V1 = −20V and V2 = +20V applied to the strips, the electric
fields in the x-component were simulated using Comsol, as shown in figure A.5.
Compared with the previous case of macroscopic wires, E-field in the similar ranged
was created, with a lower electrode potential. A higher E-field gradient in the x-
direction was observed, this will not be a problem since the E-field was still fairly
uniform within the atomic cloud size of ∼ 50µm.
For compensation of the E-field gradient in x-direction, the case of using different
magnitude in electrode potential were considered, with V1 = −10V and V2 = +30V ,
shown in figure A.6. Compared with the case of macroscopic wires, strip electrodes
are better at compensating the stray E-field gradients, improving the uniformity of
the E-field in the x-direction.
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Figure A.5: Simulation of the E-field in x-component with V1 = −20V and
V2 = +20V . Here, similar range of E-fields are created using much smaller and man-
ageable electric potentials. Here, we observe a higher E-gradient in the x-direction.
This will not be a problem since E-field within 50µm in the x-direction is still fairly
constant.
Figure A.6: Simulation of the E-field in x-component with V1 = −10V and V2 =
+30V . Unlike the case of using macroscopic wires in previous section, the E-field
gradient in x-direction created is higher. Hence, capable in compensating the stray
E-field gradient in the x-direction.
In concluding this section: It is possible to further reduce the stray E-fields
by compensating the orthogonal direction. First, this can be done by laying two
electrode wires above the current chip. High voltages had to be used in this case,
ranging from magnitudes of 100V and above. Second, by modifying the current chip
design, additional electrodes can be implemented into the chip. E-field compensation
using on-chip electrodes required voltage in the range 10V. This also comes with
additional benefits in compensation of E-field gradient on the atom chip’s parallel
axis. In both cases, the effect of high E-fields close to the vicinity of CPW resonator
needs to be further investigated.
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Appendix B
Towards atom-cavity coupling
with higher Rydberg states
With the implementation of E-field compensation in all three axes, it is possible to
compensate surrounding E-fields to less than 1V/cm. In this section, we consider
the case of Rydberg atom-cavity coupling in E-fields of <1V/cm with the CPW
resonator at the 3rd harmonic mode ωRes ∼ 20.5GHz. Shown in figure B.1.
Figure B.1: Stark map of 57S and 57P Rydberg state. With ambient E-field less
than 1V/cm, coupling of 57S1/2 Rydberg state to a CPW resonator with the 3rd
harmonic mode ωRes∼20.5GHz will be possible. Since the time evolution of 57S1/2
and 57P3/2 states in E-field evolved separately (shown by red arrow), SFI will be
an ideal method in detecting both states, without the requirement of a blowing
laser1. Trapped at ∼20µm above the CPW resonator gap, single Rydberg atom-
single photon coupling strength of g∼1MHz was estimated.
1For Selective Field Ionization (SFI) and its limitation, refer back to chapter 4.3
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Publication of data in chapter 3
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Hybrid quantum systems of superconductors and atomicspin ensembles have been proposed1–3 for quantuminformation processing to overcome the limited
coherence of superconducting qubits4,5. In the envisioned hybrid
system, information is processed by fast superconducting circuits
and stored in a cloud of cold atoms, which serves as a quantum
memory6–8. Information is transferred between the two quantum
systems using a superconducting coplanar waveguide resonator
as a quantum bus. In recent years, coupling between super-
conducting structures and spin systems such as nitrogen vacancy
centers9–13 and ions in solid-state systems14,15 has been observed.
Cold atoms coupled to superconducting resonators would,
furthermore, enable the implementation of novel quantum
gates16–19, the realization of a microwave-to-optical transdu-
cer20,21, and on-chip micromasers22. The interaction between
Rydberg atoms and three-dimensional superconducting micro-
wave resonators has been a rich research topic, especially with
regard to atom–photon interactions on the fundamental level23.
Research on planar superconducting structures, however, holds
the promise of switchable interactions between the subsystems,
integration with scalable solid-state circuitry24–26, and long
information storage times in the atomic ensemble. While long
coherence times in cold atoms have been studied extensively27–31
and trapping and manipulation of atoms in the vicinity of
superconducting chips has been demonstrated in a series of
experiments32–37, coupling between trapped atoms and planar
superconducting resonators has not been shown yet.
In this article, we demonstrate magnetic coupling of ultracold
magnetically trapped atoms to a superconducting coplanar
waveguide resonator operated at temperatures around 6 K. The
cavity is near resonant with the atomic hyperﬁne splitting of 87Rb
and coherently driven by an external microwave synthesizer. We
investigate both the dispersive and the resonant coupling regime.
By driving the cavity off-resonantly with respect to the atoms, the
atomic states reveal an AC-Zeeman shift under the inﬂuence
of the microwave (MW) ﬁeld38. This leads to a shift of the
atomic transition frequency, which is measured by Ramsey
interferometry. We use the AC-Zeeman shift to reconstruct the
microwave intensity in the coplanar resonator. In contrast, when
the cavity is driven at a frequency corresponding to an atomic
transition, Rabi oscillations between atomic hyperﬁne states are
observed.
Our measurements present a vital step toward the realization of
an atom–superconductor hybrid system, paving the way toward
the implementation of an atomic quantum memory coupled to a
superconducting quantum circuit and the realization of
microwave-to-optical transducers.
Results
Atomic ensembles trapped in a coplanar waveguide resonator.
For our experiments, we magnetically trap an ensemble of
ultracold 87Rb atoms in the state 5S1/2F = 1, mF ¼ 1 :¼ 1;1j i
close to a coplanar microwave resonator on an integrated atom
chip. The chip comprises two essential structures: i) a Z-shaped
wire for magnetic trapping of neutral atoms and ii) a super-
conducting coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator (Fig. 1a, b).
The CPW resonator is an inductively coupled half-wavelength
cavity39 with a fundamental mode resonance frequency of
ωRes ≈ 2π · 6.84 GHz and a linewidth of κ ≈ 2π · 3MHz corre-
sponding to a quality factor of Q ≈ 2200 in the temperature range
(T = 6–7 K) relevant for the experiments described here. By
varying the temperature of the atom chip, the resonance
frequency of the microwave cavity can be tuned by about 30
MHz, where the atomic hyperﬁne transition frequency ωHF = 2π
· 6.8347 GHz lies within this tuning range. Details on the chip
design and fabrication methods can be found in Supplementary
Note 1 of this article, and details on the cavity parameters
and their temperature dependence in Supplementary Notes 2
and 3.
With the coupling inductors (Fig. 1c, d), the microwave cavity
gap close to the Z trap provides a closed superconducting loop on
the chip, in which the total magnetic ﬂux is conserved. The other
resonator gap does not form a closed loop, as the lower ground
plane has been cut to avoid ﬂux trapping. We take advantage of
the ﬂux conservation by freezing a well-deﬁned amount of
magnetic ﬂux into the closed loop during the chip cooldown. A
conservative magnetic trapping potential for the Rb atoms in the
vicinity of the cavity mode is formed by the combination of ﬂux-
conserving loop currents and a homogeneous external ﬁeld31,40.
A homogeneous offset ﬁeld along the y-axis Boff = 0.323 mT is
additionally applied to ensure a nonzero magnetic ﬁeld amplitude
in the trap minimum to avoid spin-ﬂip losses.
Nat ~ 105 atoms are magnetically trapped at a distance of ~20
μm above one of the CPW gaps and close to one of the ends of
the cavity, where the antinodes of the standing microwave
magnetic ﬁelds are located, cf. Fig. 1b, e. At this position, the
magnetic MW ﬁeld of the transversal wave in the cavity is
oriented perpendicular to the quantization axis of the atomic
spins (y direction). Figure 1f depicts the coupling to the magnetic
MW ﬁeld of the cavity, obtained from ﬁnite-element simulations
(Supplementary Note 4), in a cross-sectional view of the
resonator. Solid white lines indicate the calculated positions of
equal atomic density for an atomic cloud of 800 nK. From the
MW ﬁeld amplitude at the position of the atoms, we estimate an
average single-atom single-photon coupling strength of
g ¼~μ ~Bph  2π  0:5Hz. The magnetic MW ﬁeld and thus the
coupling can be considered constant along the atomic cloud with
an extension of ~100 μm in y direction, which is about two orders
of magnitude smaller than the cavity and thus the wavelength.
For the experiments described in this article, the cavity is driven
by an external microwave synthesizer. In the limit of high photon
numbers nph  Nat explored in this article, the cavity ﬁeld can be
treated classically, and the collective coupling between an atom
and the cavity is small compared to the damping rate. In the
classical regime, the atoms couple individually to the cavity ﬁeld,
hence, the Rabi frequency is independent of the number of atoms
in the cavity41.
Sensing the cavity ﬁeld with cold atoms. When driving the
resonator at a frequency ωdress off-resonant to the atoms, the
atomic transition is shifted by the MW ﬁeld. This AC-Zeeman
shift can be experimentally detected and used to reconstruct the
intensity of the cavity ﬁeld. We measure the frequency of the
atomic transition between the magnetically trapped states |1, −1〉
and |2, 1〉 using time-domain Ramsey interferometry. The two
states exhibit the same ﬁrst-order Zeeman shift, thereby strongly
reducing the sensitivity of the transition frequency to magnetic
ﬁelds. For the Ramsey measurements, the atoms are prepared in a
coherent superposition driven by a pulsed MW ﬁeld ωextMW from
an external antenna and an additional radio frequency of ωRF fed
to the Z-shaped trapping wire (green arrows in Fig. 2a). After a
variable time TRamsey, a second MW+RF pulse is applied and the
relative population in the two states is measured. The populations
in the two states oscillate with the difference between the atomic
frequency and the external frequency, ωat − (ωextMW +ωRF).
During the Ramsey sequence, the CPW cavity is driven by a ﬁeld
with a variable angular frequency ωdress that is off-resonant to the
atomic transition (Fig. 2b). This leads to an AC shift of the
levels which depends on the detuning Δ between ωdress and
the atomic transition frequency. For a simple two-level system,
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the off-resonant ﬁeld shifts the atomic states by δdress ¼ ± Ω
2
dress
Δ ,
where Ωdress denotes the Rabi frequency of the dressing ﬁeld and
Δ =ωdress −ω0 is the detuning between the dressing ﬁeld and the
atomic transition frequency. The plus (minus) sign is valid for the
ground (excited) state. The level scheme of the atoms involving all
relevant ﬁelds is depicted in Fig. 2a. For a MW ﬁeld which is
linearly polarized perpendicular to the quantization axis, as it is in
our case, the cavity ﬁeld induces σ− and σ+-transitions with
equal ﬁeld strength, as depicted by the red arrows. This ﬁeld
hence couples the state |1, −1〉 to the states |2, −2〉 and |2, 0〉. The
state |2, 1〉, on the other hand, is coupled to state |1, 0〉. This leads
to a shift in the two-photon transition frequency |1, −1〉→ |2, 1〉 by
δdress ¼ Ω2dress 
3
Δ1
þ 1=2
Δ2
þ 3=2
Δ3
 
; ð1Þ
which is measured in our experiment (Supplementary Note 5 for
details). Here, Δi,i ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the detuning to the relevant
atomic hyperﬁne transition. The numerical factors in the
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numerator are determined by the Clebsch–Gordan coefﬁcients of
the transitions.
For the measurement, the power of the microwave fed to the
resonator and the magnetic offset ﬁeld (Boff = 0.315± 0.003 mT)
is held constant.
The measured frequency shift δdress in the Ramsey experiment
is shown in Fig. 2c. As visible in the curve measured at T = 6.8 K,
the dressing shift changes sign when the frequency of the dressing
ﬁeld is crossing an atomic resonance. Variation of the dressing
frequency affects the shift in two ways, via the detuning to the
atomic transitions and via a change in the microwave intensity in
the resonator. Knowing the detuning to all involved levels, the
normalized power of the microwave in the resonator, which is
proportional to the square of the resonant Rabi frequency Ω2dress,
can be deduced from the dressing shift. The calculated Rabi
frequencies Ωdress according to Eq. (1) are shown as circles in
Fig. 2d. The measurement was repeated for different temperatures
of the superconducting chip, corresponding to different cavity
resonance frequencies. The result is compared with transmission
spectra measured using a programmable network analyzer (solid
lines in Fig. 2d). All curves are normalized to their maxima for
the sake of comparability. Lorentzian curves (dashed lines) ﬁtted
to the data points match the transmission spectra closely in center
frequency and peak width, which is on the order of κ/2π ≈ 2 − 3
MHz. We note that there is a slight systematic offset between the
reconstructed Rabi frequencies and the transmission curves.
Possible explanations are trapping of Abrikosov vortices during
the Ramsey measurement due to cycling of applied magnetic
ﬁelds, which are known to shift the resonator frequency to lower
values, or a small temperature difference (<50 mK) between the
two measurements.
Coherent control of atomic states with cavity ﬁelds. When the
electromagnetic cavity ﬁeld is resonant with one of the (allowed)
atomic transitions, the atoms undergo coherent Rabi oscillations
between the ground and excited state (Fig. 3a). The observation of
these oscillations demonstrates coherent control over the internal
atomic degrees of freedom. The Rabi frequency is given by
Ω0 ¼~μ ~BMW, where~μ is the atomic magnetic moment and~BMW
is the amplitude of the oscillating magnetic MW ﬁeld. For the
observation of these oscillations, we drive the cavity with a
frequency of ω0 = 2π · 6.83242 GHz, which is in resonance with
the atomic transition |1, −1〉→ |2, 0〉, but detuned roughly by twice
the cavity linewidth κ from the cavity resonance (ωcav ≈ 2π · 6.839
GHz) at a chip temperature T = 6.9 K (Fig. 3b, c). By state-
selective absorption imaging of the atoms, we observe resonant
Rabi oscillations between the states |1, −1〉 and |2, 0〉 with a Rabi
frequency Ω0 ≈ 2π · 20 kHz. By variation of the chip temperature
between T = 6.7 and 7.0 K, the cavity frequency is shifted with
respect to the atomic transition (Fig. 3d). This leads to a mea-
surable change in the resonant Rabi frequency due to the
altered MW power in the cavity, as visible in Fig. 3e. Here, the
Rabi frequency increases with higher temperatures, as the cavity
frequency approaches the atomic transition frequency. For
temperatures around T = 7.2 K, the cavity resonance is shifted to
coincide with the atomic resonance. However, at this
temperature, the critical current of the superconducting
coupling inductances is too low to support a stable magnetic
trap.
We observe a damping in the single-photon Rabi oscillations
with a time constant of τ ≈ 50 µs. This damping is a result of the
dephasing due to the inhomogeneous MW ﬁeld of the cavity and
the fact that Rabi oscillations are driven between two states with
different magnetic moments. The magnetically trapped state
|1, −1〉 is subjected to an energy shift of ~2πħ · 7MHz/mT, while
the untrapped state |2, 0〉 is in ﬁrst order insensitive to magnetic
ﬁelds. As a consequence, the resonance frequency between the
two states is not uniform across the cloud, and the atoms are only
exactly on resonance at the center of the trap. A numerical
simulation of a thermal cloud at Tat = 2 µK trapped in a harmonic
magnetic potential 20 µm above the cavity gap shows a damping
time in excellent agreement with our measurement. We can
estimate the number of photons in the resonator using the
measured Rabi frequency and the simulated coupling strength per
photon. Assuming a Rabi frequency of 20 kHz, we estimate the
number of photons in the cavity nPh ≈ 1.6 × 109, so that the
thermal occupation of the cavity (nth ~ 20) is negligible.
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In order to exploit the long coherence times of cold atoms, it is
necessary to create superpositions between appropriate atomic
states, which can both be trapped in the cavity. For 87Rb, such a
state combination consists of the hyperﬁne levels |1, −1〉 and |2, 1〉,
which can both be trapped magnetically and exhibit excellent
coherence properties. To this end, we start with an atomic cloud
at a lower temperature of Tat = 800 nK and Nat ~ 3 × 104 atoms in
the state |1, −1〉. In order to prepare a coherent superposition of
the two states, we drive the cavity with the MW ﬁeld ωMW and
employ an additional external RF ﬁeld ωRF, with a detuning of Δ
= 2π · 300 kHz to the intermediate state |2, 0〉 (cf. Fig. 4a).
If the two corresponding Rabi frequencies are small compared to
the intermediate detuning, i.e., ΩMW, ΩRF  Δ, the population of
the intermediate state can be neglected. In this case, the two-
photon Rabi frequency Ω2Ph can be calculated by adiabatic
elimination of the intermediate state Ω2Ph =ΩMWΩRF/2Δ42. By
driving the two ﬁelds with variable pulse lengths (Fig. 4b), we
observe Rabi oscillations with Ω2Ph = 2π · 340 Hz, and a dephasing
on the order of τ ~ 5ms (Fig. 4c). A numerical simulation of an
ensemble of noninteracting atoms in a magnetic trap reveals
damping on the same timescale. As in the one-photon case, the
dephasing is mainly due to the variation of the microwave ﬁeld
strength over the size of the atomic cloud (Supplementary
Note 6).
Discussion
To make the presented cold atom–superconductor hybrid device
a useful high-coherence quantum resource, several aspects need
to be addressed and optimized. In particular, dephasing during
the Rabi pulses should be reduced and the coupling between
atoms and the cavity increased.
Dephasing due to inhomogeneous coupling, as seen in the
experiment above, can be a limitation for the high-ﬁdelity crea-
tion of superposition states needed in information processing.
The inhomogeneity seen by the atomic ensemble can be reduced
by reducing the cloud temperature, yielding smaller cloud
extension in the trap (Supplementary Note 6). Several experi-
ments have furthermore shown that reliable superpositions or
quantum gates can be achieved in spite of this temporal or spatial
variation of Rabi frequencies, as the related dephasing can be
overcome using more elaborate MW and RF pulses using optimal
control theory43,44.
Furthermore, future experiments should be performed
at chip temperatures in the mK regime to reduce the number
of thermal photons, so, different ways to tune the cavity
frequency need to be employed. Tuning the cavity could be
achieved by various means, such as using nonlinear kinetic
inductances45, SQUIDs46,47, or mechanical elements, as demon-
strated in ref. 48.
For our geometry, we have estimated the coupling between a
single atom and a single cavity photon to be g ≈ 2π · 0.5 Hz.
Various means can be used to increase the coupling
strength between the atoms and the cavity ﬁeld. By
decreasing the width of the gap W between the center conductor
and ground planes of the cavity, the magnetic ﬁeld per
photon could be increased according to Bph ∝ 1/W2, but
would require the atoms to be trapped closer to the chip
surface. By changing the resonator layout from CPW to lumped
element resonator, the inductance and dimensions of the
resonator could be decreased, leading to a signiﬁcant enhance-
ment of the current per photon and hence magnetic ﬁeld Bph.
Finally, the electric ﬁeld of the cavity mode could be used to
couple neighboring Rydberg states, exploiting the large electric
dipole moments of Rydberg states49. A similar experiment
has been demonstrated with ﬂying Rydberg atoms above a
CPW transmission line50. For our geometry, the transition
between the states 57S1/2 and 57P3/2 lies close to the third
harmonic of our resonator. The dipole matrix element of this
transition is d ~ 2700 ea0, yielding a single-photon single-atom
coupling strength of g/2π ≈ 0.1 MHz.
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated coupling of
ultracold ground-state atoms to a driven superconducting
CPW resonator. Coupling was shown both in resonant Rabi
oscillation and in dressing the frequency of an atomic clock state
pair. Future measurements will explore collective effects of cold
atoms to the cavity mode and work toward strong coupling
between the superconducting resonator and Rydberg atoms.
These experiments are the ﬁrst step toward the implementation of
cold atoms as a quantum resource in a hybrid quantum
architecture.
Methods
Atomic cloud preparation. The atomic ensemble is prepared in a room-
temperature setup and transported to a position below the superconducting atom
chip using an optical dipole trap that is moved using a lens mounted on an
air-bearing translation stage (cf. ref. 51 for details). Atoms are subsequently
trapped in a magnetic trap generated by currents in the Z-shaped Nb wire and an
external homogeneous bias ﬁeld. The Z-wire conﬁguration leads to a Ioffe-
Pritchard- type magnetic microtrap with a nonzero offset ﬁeld Boff at the trap
minimum. We load ~106 atoms at a temperature of ~1 µK into the magnetic chip
trap. After adiabatic compression, the cloud is transferred into the mode volume of
the resonator by rotating the external bias ﬁeld and switching off the current in the
Z trap. Screening currents in the resonator, which conserve the ﬂux in the closed
superconducting loop, lead to the formation of a magnetic trap with oscillation
frequencies ωx = 2π · 400 s−1, ωy = 2π · 25 s−1, and ωz = 2π · 600 s−1 below the gap of
the waveguide cavity, 20 µm from the chip surface. During the transfer into the
tight trap, the atomic cloud is heated up to a temperature of Tat ~ 2 μK. At the
cavity position, we perform radiofrequency evaporation to further cool the atomic
ensemble.
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Fig. 4 Two-photon Rabi oscillations. a Level scheme and b timing sequence
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Experimental cycle and state-selective detection. In order to measure the
atomic state, the following experimental cycle is repeated every ~26 s. After pre-
paration of an atomic cloud, transporting it to the superconducting chip, and
loading into the cavity, as described above, all atoms are in the hyperﬁne state |1,
−1〉. Subsequently, we apply one MW (+RF) pulse of variable length tRabi for the
measurement of Rabi oscillations, or two π/2-pulses of ﬁxed length with a variable
hold time tRamsey in-between for the Ramsey interferometry sequence. At the end of
the sequence, we can measure the number of atoms in both of the states. First, the
number of atoms in F = 2 is measured by illuminating the cloud with light resonant
to the 5S1/2, F = 2→ 5P3/2, and F = 3 transition. The shadow of the atoms is imaged
on a CCD camera and the measured optical density is used to determine the atom
number. We then pump the atoms from F = 1 into F = 2 by illumination with a
laser resonant with the 5S1/2, F = 1→ 5P3/2, and F = 2 transition. From the 5P3/2, F =
2 state, the atoms decay into 5P1/2, F = 2 in ~30 ns, and the atoms are imaged on a
second CCD camera as described above.
Data availability. The data that support the ﬁndings of this article are available
from the authors on reasonable request.
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1SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 1. ATOM CHIP DESIGN AND FABRICATION
Our atom chip combines two structures, a Y = 100µm wide Z-shaped superconducting Nb strip for the application
of directed and low frequency currents as well as a superconducting coplanar waveguide resonator with a resonance
frequency of ωRes ≈ 2pi · 6.85GHz, near-resonant with the ground state hyperfine transition frequency of 87Rb atoms.
All structures are patterned onto a hS = 330µm thick sapphire substrate by means of optical lithography, thin film
deposition and microfabrication . A schematic of the atom trapping region on the chip is shown in Supplementary
Figure 1a and a cross-sectional view along the dotted line in 1a is shown in 1b. The full chip layout is shown in Fig. 1a
of the main paper.
The coplanar microwave resonator has a centre conductor width of S = 30µm and two ground planes, which are
separated from the centre conductor by a gap of W = 16µm, targeting a characteristic impedance Z0 = 50Ω. In
order to facilitate the magnetic trapping of atoms closely above the gaps of the waveguide structure, the magnetic field
distorting superconducting ground planes had to be removed partially. As we observe strong parasitic resonances when
parts of the ground planes are missing (probably due to a parasitic mutual inductance between the trapping wire and
the waveguide structure and due to the excitation of chip resonances), we substituted the removed superconducting
parts by a normal-conducting Au metallization layer, restoring a good ground connection along the whole resonator.
Thus, the trapping wire is embedded into one of the ground planes and galvanically connected to all metallization parts
on the chip. As superconductor we use niobium, and as normal conductor we use gold on top of a thin adhesion layer
of titanium. The thicknesses of the three films are hNb = 500 nm, hAu = 400 nm, and hTi = 4nm, cf. Supplementary
Figure 1b. Between the superconducting parts and the normal-conducting parts, there is a O = 10µm wide overlap
region, ensuring a low contact resistance.
In order to minimize additional microwave losses induced by the presence of the normal conductor, we only replaced
the superconductor by gold in the trapping region (∼ 15% of the total resonator length) and kept also a G = 50µm
part of the ground plane in this region superconducting. The normal conducting region in between this remaining
superconducting part of the ground plane and the superconducting trapping wire is D + 2O = 120µm wide, cf.
Supplementary Figure 1b.
Trapping wire 
Microwave 
resonator 
Sapphire Gold Niobium Titanium 
S 
G 
D 
Y 
W O 
hAu 
hTi 
hS 
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a  b  
Supplementary Figure 1: Atom chip layout and parameters. a Schematic top view of the trapping region of the atom chip. A
Z-shaped atom trapping wire passes by a coplanar microwave resonator structure. The trapping wire and the core region of the
microwave resonator consist of superconducting Nb, the two structures are galvanically connected by a normal conducting gold layer
in order to guarantee well-defined microwave properties. b Cross section along the red dotted line in 1a, depicting and defining all
relevant materials, thicknesses and geometrical parameters of the device. Resonator centre conductor width S = 30µm, gap size
W = 16µm, width of the superconducting ground plane G = 50µm. The Z-wire is Y = 100µm wide, the normal conducting
region between resonator and Z-wire is D = 100µm wide. The thicknesses of the three films are hNb = 500 nm, hAu = 400 nm, and
hTi = 4 nm. Between the superconducting parts and the normal-conducting parts, there is a O = 10µm wide overlap. The chip
substrate is hS = 330µm thick. Thicknesses are not to scale.
The device fabrication is schematically shown in Supplementary Figure 2. It starts with the DC magnetron sput-
tering of the Nb onto a bare r-cut Sapphire substrate. By means of optical lithography and SF6 reactive ion etching,
we pattern the superconducting parts. Next, we cover most of the superconducting parts – except for the 10µm wide
overlap region – with photoresist and deposit the normal conducting metal on top. To do so, we first remove 200 nm
of the Nb in the overlap region by another SF6 reactive ion etching step in order to get rid of photoresist residues and
a possible native oxide layer on top of the Nb and in addition to reduce the substrate-Nb step height. Then, we in-situ
deposited the Ti adhesion layer by means of electron beam evaporation and the Au layer by DC magnetron sputtering.
We finalized the fabrication by lifting off the normal conducting parts in hot acetone supported by ultrasound.
2a  Niobium sputtering b  Photolithography I c  Reactive ion etching d  Photolithography II 
e  Reactive ion etching  Titanium evaporation g Gold sputtering 
Nb Photoresist SF6 Photoresist 
SF6 Ti Au
h       Lift-off f
Supplementary Figure 2: Atom chip fabrication. Schematic fabrication sequence of the chip used in this experiment. Thicknesses
are not to scale. a DC magnetron sputtering of Nb onto a Sapphire substrate. b Photolithopgraphy and c reactive ion etching
defining the superconducting chip parts. d Protection of the superconducting parts with photoresist, except for a O = 10µm wide
overlap edge region. e Removal of the native oxide in the overlap region and reduction of the substrate-Nb step height by reactive
ion etching. f Electron beam evaporation of a titanium adhesion layer. g DC magnetron sputtering of Au. Steps e-g are performed
in-situ. h Ultrasound assisted lift-off of Au/Ti in warm acetone.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 2. CAVITY PARAMETERS
The microwave resonator used in this experiment is a half wavelength (λ/2) transmission line cavity based on a
coplanar waveguide with charactersitic impedance Z0 ≈ 50Ω and attenuation constant α. The transmission line
cavity has a length l0 ≈ 9.3mm and a fundamental mode resonance frequency ωRes = 2pi · 6.85GHz at a temperature
of ∼ 5K. Around its resonance frequency, the waveguide resonator can be modelled as an inductively coupled series
RLC circuit, cf. Supplementary Figure 3a and 3b with the equivalent lumped element resistance R, inductance L and
capacity R [1]:
R = Z0αl0, L =
piZ0
2ω˜Res
, C =
2
piω˜ResZ0
(1)
where α is the attenuation constant of the coplanar waveguide and ω˜Res is the ”uncoupled” resonance frequency, i.e.,
the resonance frequency corresponding only to the electrical length of the cavity.
For driving the resonator and reading out its frequency dependent response, the cavity is weakly coupled to two
feedlines by shunt inductors between the centre conductor and the ground planes at both ends, cf. Fig. 1 of the main
paper. The shunt inductors at the input port are shown in Supplementary Figure 3c. Each of the two superconducting
shunts to ground is 36µm wide and 16µm long. With the software package 3D-MLSI [2], we determined each of the
two shunt inductances to be L1 = 2.94 pH, giving a total input port coupling inductance Lin = L1/2 = 1.47 pH.
At the output port, cf. Supplementary Figure 3e, the shunt inductors are 4µm wide and 30µm long, giving an
inductance per shunt of L2 = 12.88 pH. Thus, the total inductance at the output port is Lout = L2/2 = 6.44 pH.
For ω˜ResLin, ω˜ResLout  Z0 the resonance frequency of the coupled circuit is shifted due to the coupling inductors
according to
ωRes =
1√
(L+ Lin + Lout)C
. (2)
The external linewidth of the resonator due to losses through the input port is given by [1]
κex1 = ωRes
pi
2
L2in
L2
≈ 2pi · 7 kHz. (3)
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Supplementary Figure 3: Resonator parameters and description. a Schematic of an inductively coupled transmission line cavity
as used in this experiment. The transmission line resonator is characterized by its characteristic impedance Z0, its length l0 and its
attenuation constant α. The cavity is coupled at both ends to transmission feedlines via shunt inductors Lin and Lout. b Lumped
element circuit equivalent of 3a with the equivalent resistor R, the equivalent inductor L and the equivalent capacitor C. c [e] shows
an optical image of the input [output] coupling inductors of our device and d [f] shows its circuits equivalent. As in the coplanar
waveguide geometry we have two parallel shunt inductors L1 [L2] to ground at the input [output] port, the total input [output]
coupling inductance is given by Lin = L1/2 [Lout = L2/2].
For the output port, we find
κex2 = ωRes
pi
2
L2out
L2
≈ 2pi · 134 kHz. (4)
These linewidths correspond to a total external linewidth
κex = 2pi · 141 kHz (5)
or a total external quality factor
Qex =
ωRes
κex
≈ 5 · 104. (6)
In liquid helium, at temperature Ts = 4.2K, we measure a total quality factor of Q ≈ 10000, indicating that the
majority of the losses is due to thermal quasiparticles in the superconductor as well as due to dissipation in the normal
conducting parts and the interfaces between the different metals.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 3. CAVITY TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
A. Temperature calibration
The magnetic penetration depth λL in a BCS superconductor shows a temperature dependence, which can be
approximately captured by [3]
λL(T ) =
λL(T = 0)√
1−
(
Ts
Tc
)4 (7)
with the sample temperature Ts and the superconducting transition temperature Tc. The origin of this temperature
dependence is the temperature dependence of the superconducting charge carrier density.
4The total inductance of a superconducting resonator is given by the sum of the temperature independent geometric
inductance Lg and the kinetic inductance, Lk(T ), which takes into account the kinetic energy of the superconducting
charge carriers. For superconductors with a thickness larger than twice the penetration depth, the kinetic inductance
is related to the magnetic penetration depth via
Lk(T ) = χgµ0λL(T ), (8)
where χg is a geometrical factor, taking into account the spatial distribution of the superconducting current density.
In our samples, we have hNb = 500 nm and typically λL(T = 0) ∼ 100 nm. Thus, up to Ts/Tc ≈ 0.95, which is much
larger than all values of Ts/Tc in our experiment, hNb > 2λT is fulfilled.
In general, also the coupling inductors have a kinetic contribution, but due to L  Lin, Lout in our device, we
neglect this small correction here. With the temperature dependent kinetic inductance, the resonance frequency is
given by
ωRes(T ) =
ωRes0√
1 + Lk(T )L0
, (9)
where L0 = Lg + Lin + Lout is the inductance of the cavity without the kinetic contribution and ωRes0 = 1/
√
L0C is
the resonance frequency for Lk = 0 (not for T = 0).
a b c 
Supplementary Figure 4: Temperature calibration. a Cavity transmission spectra measured for sensor temperatures 4K ≤ Tm ≤
5.2K in steps of ∆Tm = 0.2K. With increasing temperature, the resonance frequency shifts to lower values. Black lines are Lorentzian
fits. b Cavity resonance frequency ωRes/2pi vs sensor temperature. Circles are data extracted from the measurements and the black
line is an analytical approximation curve (for details see text).
In our experiment, we take advantage of the temperature dependence of the cavity resonance frequency to tune it
close to the atomic transition frequency. Figure 4a shows (smoothed) transmission spectra for different temperatures
measured with the sensor mounted to the helium flow cryostat, which also hosts the chip. We observe the resonance
frequency shifting towards lower values with increasing temperature. In Supplementary Figure 4b, we plot the
extracted resonance frequency vs the measured temperature Tm.
As the thermometer is positioned inside the coldfinger of the flow cryostat ∼ 10 cm from the chip itself, we expect
the sample temperature Ts to be different from the sensor temperature Tm by an offset temperature Toff , i.e.,
Ts = Tm + Toff . (10)
We note that we use a calibrated sensor and thus that the offset is not related to uncertainty of the sensor
measurement, but due to the nature of the setup [4]. The chip and the microwave amplifier are mounted on a 10 cm
high sample holder of oxygen-free high-conductivity copper. The cooling power of the chip is mainly limited by the
thermal conductivity through the interfaces between the cryostat and the chip holder and between chip holder and
the sapphire chip. Due to the requirement to have optical access to the chip region, 5mm high slits have been cut into
the thermal shield at 20K, which encloses the coldfinger tip and the sample holder in order to minimize the thermal
5radiation from the room temperature environment. The final temperature of the chip is given by a combination of
the cooling power from the coldfinger and the heating power due to thermal radiation from the environment. We
find a very good agreement between the experimentally determined resonance frequencies shown in Supplementary
Figure 4b, the transition temperature of our Nb Tc = 9.2K and Supplementary Eq. (9) when we assume Toff = 1.05K,
ωRes0 = 2pi · 6.94378GHz and a kinetic inductance participation ratio Lk(T = 0)/L0 = 0.02589. The result is shown
as black line in Supplementary Figure 4b and gives us a rough estimate for the temperature offset between sample
and sensor.
B. Temperature fine calibration and full cavity characterization
As the offset temperature Toff is not exactly constant between 5K and 9K and as all our experiments are done within
a limited temperature window of ∼ 1K, we performed a more detailed cavity characterization in the corresonding
temperature interval. The results of this detailed cavity characterization are shown in Supplementary Figure 5. In
Supplementary Figure 5a, we plot the resonance frequency vs the sample temperature, where the sample temperature
was determined from the analytical approximation shown as black line. To achieve the best match in this temperature
region, we had to adjust the offset temperature to Toff = 1.09K, but kept all other parameters used above.
a b 
Supplementary Figure 5: Temperature dependence of the cavity parameters. a Cavity resonance frequency ωRes/2pi vs sample
temperature. Circles are data extracted from the measurements and the black line is an analytical approximation curve (details see
text). b Cavity linewidth κ/2pi vs sample temperature extracted from Lorentzian fits. Squares are experimental data and the black
line is an approximation based on the two-fluid model (details see text). The data point at 6.99K is linearly interpolated from points
at 6.89K and 7.09K.
In addition to the resonance frequency, we also extracted the resonance linewidth κ for each temperature, which
is shown in Supplementary Figure 5b. From the two-fluid model [3, 5], it follows that the surface resistance of a
superconductor is given by
Rs =
1
2
ω2µ20σ1λ
3
L (11)
where σ1 ∝ nn/ne is the real part of the complex two-fluid conductivity with the quasiparticle density nn and the total
electron density ne. From the temperature dependence of λL and the two-fluid model, the temperature dependence
of the superconducting charge carrier density is given by
ns(T )
ne
= 1−
(
Ts
Tc
)4
. (12)
This leads to the quasiparticle density fraction
nn(T )
ne
=
(
Ts
Tc
)4
. (13)
6Taking the relation κs ∝ Rs for the quasiparticle induced losses and assuming ωRes, Ltot ≈ const., which for this
consideration is reasonable as their relative change is only ∼ 10−2, we get as cavity linewidth temperature dependence
κ(T ) = κ0 + κ1
(
Ts
Tc
)4
·
[
1−
(
Ts
Tc
)4]− 32
(14)
with a temperature independent contribution κ0 and the scaling factor κ1. Figure 5b shows an approximation to the
data using this expression with κ0 = 2pi · 850 kHz and κ1 = 2pi · 3.25MHz (Toff = 1.09K) as lines.
C. Influence of the magnetic trapping fields
Applying an external magnetic field can shift the cavity frequency as well as the cavity linewidth due to Meissner
screening currents [6] and the presence of Abrikosov vortices [7, 8]. In our experiment, we apply only small fields
in the 100µT range, but due to the fact that we also apply a field during the transition to the superconduting
state, we will trap some vortices in the cavity leads [9]. As the magnetic field distribution including vortices is very
complicated for our device, we describe the field-induced property shifts phenomenologically by slightly adjusting the
kinetic inductance participation ratio Lk/L0 and the parameter κ1.
In Supplementary Figure 6a, we plot the zero magnetic field data points and the analytic expressions (lines) as
derived in the previous section and in 6b we show the experimental data obtained within the full magnetic trapping
field configuration. For comparison, we also plot the lines of 6a in 6b, but in grey, demonstrating that the magnetic
fields indeed lead to a small resonance frequency downshift and a slight increase of the linewidth. Both effects can
be captured by using Lk(Btrap)/L0 = 0.02593 and κ1(B) = 1.3κ1(0). The result is shown as black dashed lines in 6b
and is in excellent agreement with the data.
a b 
Supplementary Figure 6: Temperature and magnetic field dependence of the cavity parameters in the experimentally relevant
range. a Cavity resonance frequency and linewidth vs sample temperature in zero magnetic field. Circles show the resonance frequency
values, error bars on both sides of the points indicate the range (ωRes±κ)/2pi. Lines show corresponding analytical approximations as
described in the main text. b Cavity resonance frequency and linewidth vs sample temperature with magnetic trapping fields applied.
Circles show the resonance frequency values, error bars on both sides of the points indicate the range (ωcav±κ)/2pi. Gray lines show
the corresponding analytical approximations for B = 0 as in a, and black lines indicate slightly modified expressions as described in
the main text.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 4. MAGNETIC FIELD SIMULATIONS
The magnetic field simulations in this work have been performed using the software package 3D-MLSI [2]. For the
calculations of the RF magnetic field, simplified versions of our real chip were used, as the full structure was too large
to be computed to the full extent. We do not expect the modifications (e.g. shortening the Z-shaped trapping wire
to the trapping region), however, to have a significant impact onto the final results.
7A. Coupling per photon and atom
The microwave current of the fundamental mode along the resonator is given by
I(l) = I0 cos
(
2pi
l
λ0
)
(15)
where l is the coordinate along the resonator starting from the input port with l = 0, λ0 ≈ 18.7mm is the resonance
wavelength and I0 is the amplitude in the current antinodes. To calculate the coupling rate g between a single photon
and a single atom in the cavity, we estimate the zero point fluctuations of the microwave current in the resonator and
at the position of the atoms (current antinode) by
1
2
~ωcav =
∫ λ0/2
0
L′I2zpf cos
2
(
2pi
l
λ0
)
dl (16)
=
λ0
4
L′I2zpf (17)
where the inductance per unit length is L′ = 409 nH/m (kinetic inductance contributions are neglected here due to
their smallness) and Izpf = Izpf0/
√
2 is the root mean square of the zero point fluctuation amplitude Izpf0. With
ωcav = 2pi · 6.84GHz and λ0 ≈ 18.7mm we get
Izpf =
√
2~ωcav
λ0L′
≈ 33.5 nA. (18)
To relate this to the coupling, we calculate the magnetic field Bph related to this current at the position of the
atoms by means of finite element simulations using the software package 3D-MLSI [2].
Finally, we take into account the position of the atomic cloud along the resonator, which reduces the effective
magnetic field to ∼ 0.95Bph. Supplementary Figure 7 shows the magnetic microwave field zero point fluctuations
obtained from these simulations in a cross-section of the coplanar waveguide at the position of the atoms.
Supplementary Figure 7: Single-photon microwave magnetic field in the resonator. The magnetic microwave field zero point
fluctuation amplitude |B| = |Bph| [nT] obtained by finite element simulations above the coplanar microwave structure. The coplanar
waveguide structure is indicated by the grey bars at the bottom. The thickness of the CPW is not to scale.
From the magnetic microwave field, we calculate the single-atom coupling rate as
g =
|Bph(x, y)| · |µ|
~
(19)
with the magnitude of the dipole transition matrix element |µ| = 0.25µB. The result is shown in Fig. 1f of the main
paper.
B. The radio-frequency magnetic field
For the two-photon experiments and the corresponding simulations, we also need the magnetic field of the radio-
frequency (RF) current, which is sent through the Z-shaped trapping wire. Thus, we calculate the magnetic field for
8a current of IRF = 1mA on the trapping wire and show the result at the position of the atoms in Supplementary
Figure 8.
Supplementary Figure 8: Magnetic field of a current through the trapping wire in the resonator. The plot shows the magnetic
field |BRF| [µT] generated in the microwave cavity, when a current of IRF = 1mA is flowing through the trapping wire. The grey
bars at the bottom indicate the position of the resonator leads. The centre bar shows the centre conductor, the left bar corresponds
to the 50µm ground plane towards the trapping wire and the right bar corresponds to the large purely superconducting ground. The
magnetic field is mainly guided through the right resonator gap due to the closed superconducting loop around the left gap (defined
by centre conductor, ground and the coupling inductors).
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 5. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CAVITY FIELD WITH RAMSEY
INTERFEROMETRY
In order to measure the cavity field strength as depicted in Fig. 2 in the main article, we prepare the atoms in a
superposition of the states |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉 with a two-photon pi/2-pulse using external radio- and MW frequencies
ωRF and ωextMW. After a variable waiting time TRamsey, a second pi/2-pulse is irradiated and the population in
the two hyperfine states is measured. The two-photon detuning with respect to the atomic transition frequency is
chosen to be ωRamsey = ωat − (ωRF + ωextMW) = −2pi · 500Hz. The presence of a microwave field in the cavity
shifts the atomic transition frequency to ωat + δdress, so the measured frequency in the Ramsey sequence changes.
Supplementary Figure 9 shows two exemplary Ramsey measurements taken at a chip temperature of 6.4K. The first
Supplementary Figure 9: Recorded Ramsey fringes for different resonator driving frequencies. Shown are two exemplary
measurements for dressing frequencies, both recorded at a chip temperature of 6.4K. Top: ωdress = 2pi · 6.838GHz yielding a shift of
δdress/2pi = −68.8Hz. Bottom: ωdress = 2pi · 6.843GHz, yielding a shift of δdress/2pi = −21.2Hz.
measurement yields a shift of δdress/2pi = −68.8Hz for a driving field of ωdress = 2pi · 6.838GHz, the second one yields
δdress/2pi = −21.2Hz for ωdress = 2pi · 6.843GHz. b7b1c3ff
9SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 6. SIMULATED RABI OSCILLATIONS IN THE CAVITY
A. One photon Rabi oscillations
Numerical simulations of the coherent Rabi oscillations of atomic ensembles in the cavity yield further insight into
the observed dephasing rates. We assume a thermal ensemble of atoms with a temperature of Ta = 2000 nK trapped
in a harmonic magnetic trap with ωx = 2pi · 400 s−1, ωy = 2pi · 25 s−1, ωz = 2pi · 600 s−1. The centre of the trap is
assumed 20µm from the chip surface, as depicted in Fig. 1f in the main article.
For the one-photon Rabi oscillation, the Rabi frequency is much higher than the oscillation frequency of the atoms
in the trapping potential, i.e. Ω0  ωz. We therefore can assume a static Gaussian density distribution of atoms in
the trap, and use a total atom number of 1.2× 105 atoms for the simulations. We use the numerically calculated field
strength depicted in Supplementary Figure 7, multiplied by a constant numerical factor to match the observed Rabi
oscillation frequency. For each position ri, the probability to find atoms in the excited state is computed as
p2(ri, t) =
Ω0(ri)
2
Ω˜(ri)2
sin2
(
Ω˜(ri)
2
2
t
)
, (20)
where Ω˜(ri)
2 = Ω0(ri)
2 +∆(ri) is the generalized Rabi frequency, and ∆(ri) the magnetic-field dependent detuning
of the microwave to the atomic transition. The probability p2(ri, t) is multiplied with the local atomic density nat(ri)
and summation over all atoms yields the total atom number in the excited state. The simulated results closely match
the observed dephasing of the Rabi oscillations, as seen in Fig. 3a in the main paper.
B. Two-photon Rabi oscillations
For the simulated two-photon Rabi oscillations, we assume a three level system of states |1,−1〉, |2, 0〉, and |2, 1〉.
States |1,−1〉 and |2, 0〉 are coupled by the cavity microwave field with the Rabi frequency ΩMW. An additional
radio frequency ΩRF couples the state |2, 0〉 to the state |2, 1〉. Both the microwave and the radio frequency field are
detuned to the transition to the intermediate state |2, 0〉 by the detuning ±∆, c.f. Fig. 5b in the main article. The
inhomogeneity of the cavity field ΩMW is the same as for the one-photon case above. The spatial dependence of the
radio-frequency field ΩRF is simulated with the software package 3D-MLSI by applying a current in the Z-shaped wire
and calculating the Meissner screening currents close to the resonator, c.f. 8. As the effective Rabi frequency is much
lower as in the one-photon case, the assumption of static atoms no longer holds. The motion of atoms through the
spatially inhomogeneous MW and RF field leads to a time dependence of the Rabi frequency seen by each atom.
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Supplementary Figure 10: Simulated coherence of the Rabi oscillations as a function of the cloud temperature. The simulations
assume trapping frequencies as in the experiment, i.e. ωy = 2pi · 25 s−1, ωx = 2pi · 400 s−1, ωz = 2pi · 600 s−1 . The high coherence
for low temperatures shows that the inhomogeneity of the MW field is the primary source of the dephasing.
.
To account for this, we randomly initialize 5000 non-interacting particles in the state |1,−1〉 in the harmonic
potential with a distribution corresponding to a temperature of 800 nK. We then simulate the movement of the atoms
through the potential and the evolution of the three states with a Runge-Kutta calculation of fourth order. Stability
of the simulations was ensured by changing the time steps in the calculations. The main source of the dephasing in
the Rabi oscillations is the inhomogeneity of the MW field. This can be seen from simulations with colder and thus
10
smaller clouds, as visible in Supplementary Figure 10.
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